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This thesis investigates aspects of dark matter and dark energy and con-

straints that can be imposed on them from current and future observations.

Specifically, we first study the idea that the observed acceleration of the Uni-

verse could be due to the gravitational backreaction of perturbations on super-

horizon scales. We show that this does not work for the case of a cosmological

model containing baryonic matter, cold dark matter and a scalar field. Next, as-

suming the presence of dark energy and dark matter, we study the gravitational

lensing effects of large scale structures on luminosity distances of sources. Stan-

dard candle sources such as supernovae have been used to measure the dark en-

ergy content of the Universe, and gravitational lensing is a source of systematic

error in these measurements. We investigate the effects of large scale structures

like voids and smaller halos using Monte Carlo simulations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The last two decades have been an exciting time for cosmology. Experiments

have been successful in revealing the various constituents of the Universe and

their distribution in space. We have also made great advances in collecting data

that has helped us study the evolution of galaxies and large scale structures and

are also tantalizingly close to proving the existence of black holes.

The two discoveries relevant to this work are the confirmation of the exis-

tence of a new type of matter called dark matter and the discovery of a new

antigravitating effect called dark energy.

1.1 Evidence for Dark Matter

Most of the visible universe that we know and love is made of something called

baryonic matter. All the elements, all the chemical compounds we find on the

earth, everything we make with them, stars, planets, moons etc. are made of

baryonic matter. Dark matter, however, is postulated to be 10 times more preva-

lent than baryonic matter. Unfortunately, dark matter has been fairly elusive

because, as far as we know through experiments and everyday experience, this

matter interacts only weakly with baryonic matter. It does not interact electro-

magnetically in any way that we have been able to detect. The only way we

can detect the presence of dark matter is through its gravitational interaction.

Like ordinary baryonic matter, dark matter has mass and so we can detect the

presence of dark matter in galaxies and galaxy clusters by studying the motion

of objects in its gravitational field.
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Figure 1.1: An example of galactic rotation curve for M33 Galaxy deviating
severely from the Keplerian prediction [1].

Even though a direct detection has not been made in the lab, the existence of

this new type of matter is thought to be necessary to explain astrophysical ob-

servations. The first such observation is the relationship between the distance

of stars from the centers of galaxies and the velocities with which they move

around these centers. For millennia, we have studied and counted the number

of stars in the sky. However, in the last 100 years or so, we have discovered
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many other objects in addition to stars. We have observed galaxies formed of

billions of stars and we have discovered dozens of galaxies held gravitationally

in clusters. Since we roughly know the amount and distribution of baryonic

matter in galaxies in the form of gas and stars, we can derive the Keplerian

velocities of stars. The resulting predicted velocities are smaller than those ob-

served. In fact, it was observed that galactic rotation curves (plots of the velocity

of stars versus the distance from the center of the galaxy) flatten out and become

constant at distances much greater than the the baryonic radius of galaxies [1].

We know the baryonic radius of galaxies from direct optical and radio observa-

tions.

Figure 1.1 shows as an example the observed and predicted rotation curves

for the galaxy M33. One explanation for the significantly different velocities is

the presence of a spherical distribution of dark matter (called a halo) which is

much bigger than the galaxy but which surrounds the galaxy with a roughly

uniform distribution. The dark matter halo affects the graviational potential of

the system and hence the velocities of stars in the outer regions of the galaxy.

Another technique that has been used to infer the presence of dark matter

is gravitational lensing - the distortion of images of galaxies and galaxy clus-

ters due to light bending by matter along the line of sight. When light rays

from background galaxies pass close to a foreground galaxy cluster, they bend

and shear in a manner determined by the distribution of mass in the cluster.

By examining the deformation of background galaxy images, one can infer the

distribution of the total mass density (dark plus baryonic), which is dominated

by dark matter. An example of lensing by a galaxy is shown in Figure 1.2 [7].

The dark matter density inferred from lensing observations agrees well with the

3



Figure 1.2: LRG 3-757, the luminous galaxy in the foreground distorts the
image of a blue galaxy that lies behind it [7].

density inferred from X-ray observation of galaxies clusters that probe the depth

of the gravitational potential.

Striking evidence for dark matter comes from the Bullet Cluster (Figure 1.3),

which is a system where a collision of two galaxy clusters, at redshift 0.3, has

left behind a distinct baryonic part which is detected by X-ray emissions and a

dark matter component which was detected by its gravitational lensing effects

on background galaxies [2].
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Figure 1.3: The Bullet Cluster, X-ray photo by Chandra X-ray Observatory
[2].

Finally, a third observation indicating the necessity of dark matter is the

anisotropy of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). CMB experiments

measure small fluctuations in the CMB temperature in different directions (Fig-

ure 1.4). The spectrum of these fluctuations can be calculated, assuming a Uni-

verse consisting of baryonic matter, dark matter and radiation. It is found that

the dark matter is necessary for the predicted spectrum to be consistent with the
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Figure 1.4: Temperature anisotropies in WMAP’s 5-year data. These fluc-
tuations, shown as color differences, are produced by the pri-
mordial density perturbations that grew to become galaxies
and other large scale structures. The temperature range here
is 200 microKelvin [3].

CMB observations. Figure 1.5 shows the angular spectrum of the fluctuations

measured by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [4]. It is a

measure of the relative brightness of the spots in Figure 1.4 versus the angular

size of the spots. Combining information from the first three peaks gives us

information about the dark matter density [8].
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Figure 1.5: The angular power spectrum of CMB fluctuations measured by
WMAP, which measures the relative brightness of spots in the
map versus the angular size of the spots [4].

1.2 Dark Energy

Ever since Hubble observed that the Universe is expanding and that objects

farther away from us move ever faster away from us, a lot of effort has been

devoted to accurately measuring the expansion rate. The development of more

and more sophisticated ways to measure the rate of expansion led to a major

discovery in the late 1990s. This was the observation that the expansion of the

7



Universe is accelerating. After this discovery, a major debate about the explana-

tion of this phenomenon broke out.

A simple explanation for this is achieved by inserting a cosmological con-

stant in Einsteins field equation. However, there is no natural way for this to

arise in our theories and it has to be fine tuned to fit the observed accelera-

tion. The simplest models offering a solution to the fine tuning problem are

quintessence models [20], where a scalar field dynamically generates dark en-

ergy effects. Cosmic acceleration can also in principle be explained by modify-

ing general relativity at large distance scales. However, the naturalness problem

persists in most of these dynamical models.

It has also been suggested that the acceleration of the Universe can be ex-

plained by a purely general relativistic effect involving no new physics, the

backreaction of perturbations [34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. By taking a spatial average

of Einsteins equations in a particular gauge, one can obtain an effective spa-

tially averaged scale factor with extra driving terms coming from backreaction.

These extra driving terms can in principle drive an acceleration. Although the

conventional viewpoint is that the effect of backreaction is small, some have

argued that it can be large enough to account for cosmic acceleration.

There are two variants of the backreaction explanation. The first is that cos-

mic acceleration is caused by the backreaction of primodial large scale (super-

horizon) gravitational perturbations. In particular Kolb et al [34, 35] looked at

primordial perturbations and claimed that at second order one could obtain a

negative deceleration parameter. This claim was disproved in Refs. [49, 50, 51].

The second variant of the backreaction explanation is that the backreaction of

primordial small scale (subhorizon) gravitational perturbations can explain cos-
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mic acceleration. This has been ruled out by [9] and [10].

For a Universe dominated by cold dark matter (CDM), it is known that the

backreaction of superhorizon perturbations cannot drive acceleration [41]. In

Chapter 2 of this work, we extend this result to models with cold dark matter

together with another entity called a scalar field that could act as the generator

for this acceleration. We develop a method to compute the acceleration from

this model and show that the computed acceleration is very much smaller than

required to explain observations.

More specifically, we focus on the backreaction of superhorizon perturba-

tions in the present day Universe. We show that for a Universe with cold dark

matter and a scalar field (as in standard quintessence models), achieving the

required value of the deceleration parameter requires a non-zero potential. We

compute luminosity distance as a function of redshift using Taylor series expan-

sions, in an arbitrary Universe containing cold dark matter and a scalar field. By

angle averaging we then infer the observed value of the deceleration parame-

ter. We show that if such a Universe is accelerating, the acceleration must be

primarily driven by the standard mechanism of a cosmological constant term

in the scalar fields potential. If the potential is absent, the backreaction of su-

perhorizon perturbation of the scalar field cannot drive acceleration. In particu-

lar, second order perturbations are not sufficient to explain cosmic acceleration.

This rules out some models which have been proposed in the literature [34, 35].

For the remainder of this thesis, we assume the presence of a cosmological

constant to describe the effects of dark energy.
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1.3 Standard Candles

One method of observationally probing the properties of dark energy is to accu-

rately measure the redshifts and luminosity distances of distant sources. Many

existing and planned surveys have targeted type Ia supermovae, which act as

standard candles. A standard candle is an object, such as a supernova or a

variable star, whose intrinsic luminosity is known. For a standard candle, by

comparing the measured apparent luminosity to the known intrinsic luminos-

ity, one can calculate its distance.

Type Ia supernovae are good standard candles. They are produced by ex-

plosions of white dwarf stars in binary star systems. A companion red giant

star ejects its material and deposits it on the white dwarf until the smaller star

reaches a characteristic mass limit, the Chandrasekhar mass, at which point the

white dwarf becomes unstable and explosively burns its nuclear fuel. These

explosions have been well studied for nearby Type Ia supernovae where it is

found that the peak brightness can be inferred from the decay time of the light

curve. The method of inferring intrinsic luminosity has been accurately cali-

brated using measurements of nearby supernavae. Exampls of light curves for

several different nearby supernovae are shown in Figure 1.6.

1.4 Uncertainty in luminosity distance measurements

It has long been recognized that perturbations to luminosity distances from

weak gravitational lensing will be a source of error for cosmological studies,

both statistical and systematic. An analogy is the light observed from the sun.
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Figure 1.6: The first plot is the absolute magnitude of various Type Ia su-
pernovae explosions as a function of time. The second plot
shows that all the curves coincide after rescaling both the time
and luminosity [5].

When light from the sun passes through clouds, there is a significant decrease

in the number of photons collected on the surface of the earth. Hence uncertain-

ties can creep into the measurement of luminosity of sunlight from the surface

of the earth.

We study similar uncertainties in luminosities of distant sources due to grav-

itational lensing, caused by galaxies and dark matter halos and also due to large
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scale structures like voids. Voids are roughly 1000 times the size of galaxies.

Most of the mass in the Universe is observed to be concentrated on the edges of

these voids, usually in the form of filamentary and wall-like structures which

themselves are composed of galaxy clusters. The graviational lensing due to

matter structures on these two scales is different and we study various qualita-

tive and quantitative differences. These results will be useful for separating out

lensing errors from future cosmological surveys.

One approach to studying lensing effects is to use simplified analytical mod-

els of the distribution of matter that allow rapid computation of the full prob-

ability distribution of magnifications. In our work in Chapter 3, we follow this

approach. We develop an idealized ”Swiss cheese” model of large scale struc-

ture to study the effect of density inhomogeneities on luminosity distances. In

this model the hollow regions of the Swiss cheese represent voids which are

large scale structures on whose surfaces most of the matter is located. The

smooth cheese regions represent the background cosmology. In our models

we consider a Friedman-Robertson-Walker background containing dark energy,

nonrelativistic baryonic matter and nonrelativisitic dark matter.

As a bundle of light rays from a standard candle passes through this Swiss

cheese Universe, three things can happen. For simplicity, assume that the source

located in an FRW background region. First, if the bundle of rays passes through

cheese-like FRW regions, the area of the bundle remains unchanged. Second, if

the bundle passes through a region that is denser than FRW, the rays will get

gravitationally lensed and will be focused, decreasing the area of the bundle.

Finally, if the bundle passes through an area that is underdense compared to

FRW, the rays will diverge and hence the area will increase. This increase or
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decrease in area happens multiple times as the rays travel from the source to

an observer’s telescope on the earth resulting in an overall net magnification or

demagnification. Thus an uncertainty in the area implies an uncertainty in the

inferred distance to the source.

1.5 Lensing degradation of luminosity distance measurements

In Chapter 4, we extend the studies of Chapter 3 to include the effect of the clus-

tering of matter on galaxy scales. Our model seeks to capture the property that

most of the matter is concentrated in galaxy halos on the outer edges of voids

while the void interiors are relatively sparse. Our first model is an extension

of our previous work where we idealize the interior of a spherical void as a

uniform underdense region and the outer shell is a randomized distribution of

galaxy halos with so-called Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profiles.

Our second model retains the randomly distributed galaxy halos on the sur-

face of the void and replaces the interior uniform density with randomly dis-

tributed galaxy halos with NFW profiles. Even though neither of these models

represent realistic matter distributions within a void, we expect that they cap-

ture the main qualitative features of lensing and that the results quantitatively

represent the limits of lensing.

The standard deviation due to voids and halos is a factor ∼ 4 larger than that

due to voids alone which we studied in our previous work with a small finite

shell thickness. The distributions of magnifications are bimodal with a peak

at positive magnification due to intersections with halos, and a peak at nega-

tive magnification due to rays passing through the underdense void interiors.
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We find that the mode of the distributions is dominated by rays that don’t hit

any halos. We also study the effect of removing the voids and just from halos,

and find that it does not significantly change the variance but does significantly

change the demagnification tail. The scale of voids is unimportant, the only

relevant thing is the fraction of the volume that is in the Friedman-Robertson-

Walker background. The only discernable effect of voids is seen when the void

interior is smoothly distributed matter.

Our model is complementary to many of the existing models in that we focus

on lensing produced by structures at the largest scales, voids and sheets, rather

than that produced by individual galaxies and halos, the focus of many existing

models.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKREACTION OF SUPERHORIZON PERTURBATIONS IN SCALAR

FIELD COSMOLOGIES

2.1 Introduction and Summary

The nature of dark energy is one of the most important outstanding prob-

lems in cosmology. A simple explanation is achieved by inserting a cosmo-

logical constant in Einstein’s field equation. However, there are well known

naturalness and fine tuning problems associated with a cosmological constant

[11]. The simplest models offering a solution to the fine tuning problem are

quintessence models [12]. Cosmic acceleration can also in principle be ex-

plained by modifying general relativity at large distance scales. Examples in-

clude f(R) theories [13, 14, 14, 15, 16, 17] and the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati model

[18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. For a description of more models see the review [25]

and references within. The naturalness problem persists in most of these dy-

namical models.

It has also been suggested that the acceleration of the Universe can be ex-

plained by a purely general relativistic effect involving no new physics, the

backreaction of perturbations [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. See Refs. [27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34]

for a review of the backreaction idea. By taking a spatial average of Einstein’s

equations in a particular gauge, one can obtain Friedmann equations for an ef-

fective spatially averaged scale factor a (t) with extra driving terms coming from

backreaction [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. These extra driving terms can in principle drive

an acceleration. Although the conventional viewpoint is that the effect of back-

reaction is small, some have argued that it can be large enough to account for
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cosmic acceleration.

A problem with this theoretical approach is that the spatially averaged scale

factor is not related in any simple way to quantities we observe, which average

over our past light cone. See Refs. [32, 40] for a discussion of this issue.

There are two variants of the backreaction explanation. The first is that cos-

mic acceleration is caused by the backreaction of superhorizon perturbations. In

particular Kolb et al [26, 27] looked at inflation-generated perturbations to a

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe, and claimed that at second order

one could obtain a negative deceleration parameter. This claim was disproved

in Refs. [41, 42, 43] 1.

The second variant of the backreaction explanation is that the backreaction

of subhorizon perturbations can explain cosmic acceleration [28, 45, 46, 47, 48].

This seems unlikely but the issue has not yet been settled. We will not discuss

the subhorizon backreaction issue here.

In this chapter we focus on the backreaction of superhorizon perturbations in

the present day Universe 2. In particular we show that for a Universe with cold

dark matter and a scalar field (as in standard quintessence models), achieving

a value q0 ' −0.5 of the deceleration parameter requires a non-zero potential.

Our method of analysis is as follows [41, 42]. We compute luminosity distance

as a function of redshift using Taylor series expansions, in an arbitrary Universe

containing cold dark matter and a scalar field. By angle averaging we then infer

the observed value of the deceleration parameter q0. Our result shows that if

1We also point to Ref. [44] for other arguments against cosmic acceleration caused by back-
reaction

2We note that there is also a considerable literature on superhorizon backreaction during
the inflationary era, which does have a local physical effect in two scalar field inflation models
[49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
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such a Universe is accelerating, that acceleration must be primarily driven by

the standard mechanism of a cosmological constant term in the scalar field’s

potential. If the potential is absent, the backreaction of superhorizon perturba-

tion of the scalar field can not drive acceleration. In particular, second order

perturbations are not sufficient to explain cosmic acceleration.

Our analysis was motivated in part by a claim by Martineau and Branden-

berger [60] that the acceleration could be caused by the backreaction of super-

horizon perturbations of a scalar field. These authors consider a model in which

a single scalar field both drives inflation and is also present today. Modeling the

scalar field perturbations using an effective energy momentum tensor, they ar-

gue that the effect of those perturbations can be of the right magnitude and

character to cause acceleration. Our result shows that this model cannot be cor-

rect. We discuss further in Sec. III below a possible reason for our differing

results.

2.2 Computation of Deceleration Parameter

We start by describing our theoretical framework and assumptions, which

are a slightly modified version of those used in Ref. [41]. We consider the Uni-

verse in the matter dominated era, described by general relativity coupled to a

pressureless fluid describing cold dark matter (we neglect baryons and radia-

tion), together with a light scalar field. Our starting point is the assumption that

backreaction is dominated by the effect of superhorizon perturbations. If this is

true, then backreaction should also be present in a hypothetical, gedanken Uni-

verse in which all the perturbation modes which are subhorizon today are set
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to zero at early times. Generic solutions to the field equations for this gedanken

Universe can be described using local Taylor series expansions rather than via

perturbations of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker models, since all the fields vary

on length scales or time scales of order the Hubble time or larger. This greatly

simplifies the analysis.

The three equations which describe the dynamics of the gedanken universe

are the following:

Gαβ = 8π
[
(ρ + p) uαuβ + pgαβ + ∇αφ∇βφ

−
1
2

gαβ (∇φ)2
− V (φ) gαβ

]
, (2.1)

�φ − V
′

(φ) = 0, (2.2)

and

∇α

[
(ρ + p) uαuβ + pgαβ

]
= 0. (2.3)

Here ρ, p and uα are the density, pressure and four velocity of matter, φ is the

scalar field and V (φ) is its potential. Later we will specialize to cold dark matter

for which p = 0.

Next we define the specific deceleration parameter q0 that we use. As dis-

cussed in Ref. [43], there are several different possible definitions for non-FRW

cosmological models. The definition we choose matches closely with how q0 is

actually measured.
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Let us start by fixing a comoving observer at point O in spacetime. We label

null geodesics on O′s past null cone in terms of the spherical polar angles (θ,φ)

of a local Lorentz frame at O that is comoving with the cosmological fluid. We

parameterize each null geodesic in terms of an affine parameter λ and corre-

sponding 4-momentum ~k = d/dλ. For a given source S on such a null geodesic

at affine parameter λ, we define the redshift as

1 + z (θ,φ,λ) =
~k.~u|S
~k.~u|O

. (2.4)

The luminosity distanceDL (θ,φ,λ) of the source S is defined in the usual way in

terms of the luminosity (dE/dt)S of an assumed comoving isotropic source at S

and the energy per unit area per unit time (dE/dtdA)O measured at O:

(
dE

dtdA

)
O

=
1

4πDL2

(
dE
dt

)
S
. (2.5)

Assuming that the wavelength of the radiation from S is much smaller than the

radius of curvature of spacetime, we can use geometric optics to compute the

observed energy flux in Eq. (2.5) and thus the luminosity distance DL; see, for

example Ref. [61]. Finally, we can eliminate the affine parameter λ between Eqs.

(2.4) and (2.5) and compute the luminosity distance as a function of spherical

coordinates and redshift to obtainDL = DL (θ,φ,z).

Next, to define the deceleration parameter q0, we expand the luminosity dis-

tance in powers of redshift. The result is

DL (θ,φ,z) = A (θ, φ) z + B (θ, φ) z2 + O
(
z3

)
, (2.6)

where A (θ, φ) and B (θ, φ) are functions that only have angular dependences. We
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then define the Hubble parameter H0 and the deceleration parameter q0 in terms

of angular averages of the above functions. The standard FRW relation is

DL (θ,φ,z) = H−1
0 z + H−1

0 (1 − q0)
z2

2
+ O

(
z3

)
. (2.7)

Comparing the expansions (2.6) and (2.7) motivates the following definitions of

H0 and q0:

H0 ≡
〈
A−1

〉
, q0 ≡ 1 − 2H−2

0

〈
A−3B

〉
, (2.8)

where 〈...〉 denotes an average over the angles θ and φ. Note that there is some

ambiguity in these definitions. For example one could take q0 = 1 − 2
〈
A−1B

〉
instead. We choose the form (2.8) for computational convenience, and we will

argue below that the differences are unimportant.

We next explicitly evaluate the expressions (2.8) for H0 and q0. We consider

generic solutions to the equations (2.1) - (2.3), described by local Taylor series

expansions [62] about the observer O. The expressions for the functions A and

B were computed in Ref. [41], and are

A (θ, φ) =
1

(∇αuβ) kαkβ
, (2.9)

B (θ, φ) =
2

(∇αuβ) kαkβ
+

(
∇α∇βuγ

)
kαkβkγ

2
[
(∇αuβ) kαkβ

]3 , (2.10)

where all quantities on the right hand sides are evaluated at O. By inserting the

expression for A (θ, φ) into the definition (2.8) of H0 and evaluating the angular

average, we obtain
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H0 =
1
3

Θ, (2.11)

where

Θ = ∇αuα (2.12)

is the expansion of the cosmological fluid. This is the same result as was ob-

tained in Ref. [41].

Next, we insert the expressions (2.9) and (2.10) for A (θ, φ) and B (θ, φ) into

(2.8) to obtain

1
2

H2
0 (1 − q0) = 2

〈[(
∇αuβ

)
kαkβ

]2
〉

+
1
2

〈(
∇α∇βuγ

)
kαkβkγ

〉
. (2.13)

We now evaluate these angular averages using the same techniques as in Ref.

[41]. The only difference from the computation of Ref. [41] arises when we

eliminate a factor of the Ricci tensor Rαβ using the field equations. Here that

elimination generates extra terms involving the scalar field, from the equation

of motion (2.1). The final result is

q0 =
4π

3H2
0

[
ρ + 3p − V (φ) + 2∇αφ∇βφuαuβ

]∣∣∣∣
O

+
1

3H2
0

(
aαaα +

7
5
σαβσ

αβ − wαβwαβ − 2∇αaα
)∣∣∣∣∣∣

O

. (2.14)
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Here σαβ, wαβ and aα are the shear, vorticity and 4-acceleration of the fluid, de-

fined by

∇αuβ =
1
3

Θgαβ + σαβ + wαβ − aβuα, (2.15)

with

σαβ = σβα and wαβ = −wβα. (2.16)

2.3 Discussion

We now specialize our result (2.14) to a pressureless fluid. The 4-acceleration

then vanishes and we have

q0 =
4πG
3H2

0

[
ρ − V (φ) + 2∇αφ∇βφuαuβ

]∣∣∣∣ O

+
1

3H2
0

(
7
5
σαβσ

αβ − wαβwαβ

)∣∣∣∣∣∣ O. (2.17)

We now argue that the only way to achieve q0 ≈ −0.5, as required by observa-

tions, is to have V (φ0) be large and positive, where φ0 is the value of φ evaluated

at the observer.

We can estimate the terms σαβσ
αβ and wαβwαβ in Eq. (2.17) to be ∼ (δv)2 /l2,

where δv is the typical scale of peculiar velocity perturbations, and l is the scale

over which the velocity varies. Since we have assumed that subhorizon pertur-

bations are absent we have l & H−1
0 . This implies that the contributions from
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these terms are of order δq0 ∼ (δv)2
' 10−4. Since the measured value of q0 is

q0 ∼ −0.5, these terms cannot contribute significantly to the deceleration param-

eter.

In the first term in Eq. (2.17), the quantities ρ and 2∇αφ∇βφuαuβ are always

positive (the second term is the square of
√

2∇φαuα). This means that the po-

tential term has to be larger than the sum of these two terms to get negative

deceleration. Thus, a large negative deceleration must come primarily from the

potential.

We note that this result differs from that obtained by Martineau and Bran-

denberger in Ref. [60], who found that the backreaction of superhorizon per-

turbations could drive cosmic acceleration via a mechanism not involving the

potential. A possible reason for the difference is the fact that different measures

of cosmic acceleration are used in the two different analyses. The authors of

Ref. [60] use a measure that is based on averages over a spatial slice at a given

instant of time (which is inherently gauge dependent). We use a different mea-

sure which is essentially an average over the past light cone of the observer, and

is gauge independent. Moreover, our measure corresponds more closely to the

actual deceleration parameter that has been measured.

Finally, we note that the specific choices of angle averaging prescriptions in

the definitions (2.8) of the Hubble parameter and deceleration parameter are

not unique. However, as was argued in Ref. [41], the change that results from

adopting other definitions is negligible. For example, one could consider the

alternative definition
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q0 ≡ 1 − 2H0 〈B〉 (2.18)

of the deceleration parameter. In Ref. [41] it was shown that this alters the final

result (2.17) in three ways: (i) Changing the numerical coefficients of the shear

squared and vorticity squared terms by an amount of order unity, which does

not affect our conclusions; (ii) The addition of new terms that are comparable

to the shear squared and vorticity squared terms; and (iii) The addition of new

terms that are suppressed compared to the shear squared and vorticity squared

terms by one or more powers of the dimensionless ratio (non-isotropic part of

∇αuβ)/(isotropic part of ∇αuβ). This dimensionless ratio is constrained observa-

tionally to be small compared to unity, since peculiar velocities on Hubble scales

today are small. The same arguments continue to apply in the present context,

since the scalar field dependent terms in (2.17) are unchanged by the change in

definition of q0.

2.4 Conclusion

The backreaction of perturbations is sometimes considered to be a candidate

for explaining cosmic acceleration [63]. Many techniques have been developed

to explore the effects of backreaction. In this chapter, we computed the decel-

eration parameter measured by comoving observers in a hypothetical universe

with all perturbation modes which are subhorizon today set to zero at early

times. We considered a universe containing cold dark matter and a minimally

coupled scalar field. We showed that one can obtain a large negative value of

the deceleration parameter in this context only if the deceleration is primarily

produced by the scalar field’s potential.
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CHAPTER 3

LUMINOSITY DISTANCE IN SWISS CHEESE COSMOLOGY WITH

RANDOMIZED VOIDS.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background and Motivation

A number of surveys are being planned to determine luminosity distances to

various different astronomical sources, and to use them to constrain properties

of the dark energy or modifications to gravity that drive the cosmic acceler-

ation. It has long been recognized that perturbations to luminosity distances

from weak gravitational lensing will be a source of error for these studies, both

statistical and systematic [64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. For supernovae the lensing noise be-

comes significant only at high redshifts [69], but for gravitational wave sources

the lensing noise dominates over the intrinsic luminosity scatter [70, 71]. The-

oretical predictions for the magnification probability distribution can be folded

into the data analysis of surveys to improve the results [72], and in particular it

is possible to exploit the known non-Gaussian nature of this distribution [73].

In addition, it is possible to treat the “lensing noise” in luminosity distances as

a signal in its own right, which provides useful information [74]. (A tentative

detection of this signal in supernovae data has been claimed in Ref. [75].) For

these reasons, it is useful to have a detailed understanding of the magnification

probability distribution.

There are a number of methods that have been used to study the effects of
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weak lensing on luminosity distances:

• Weak lensing theory can be used to predict the variance of the magnifi-

cation distribution from the matter power spectrum [76]. However, the

accuracy of this approach is limited and in particular it does not allow one

to probe the non-Gaussian tails of the distribution1.

• One can use numerical ray tracing using the results of cosmological sim-

ulations of large scale structure, such as the Millennium simulation [78]

and the Coyote Universe project [79], see, eg. Ref. [80]. This approach is

highly accurate and is based on a realistic density distribution. However

it requires substantial computational power and is also limited in some

other respects. The largest simulations to date are are confined to a cube

of comoving size z ∼ 0.16, so only a limited range of source redshifts can

be considered. Although the calculations evolve large scale structure non-

linearly, it is impractical to get a continuous description of the evolution,

which is needed for computing the perturbations to light ray paths; only

snapshots of the density distribution are available. Finally, because the

calculations required to evolve the matter distribution are formidable, it

can be difficult to comprehensively survey the space of the underlying pa-

rameters of the model, such as the primordial perturbation spectrum.

• A third approach is to use simplified analytical models of the distribution

of matter that allow rapid computation of the full probability distribution

of magnifications, see, eg., Refs. [65, 67, 81, 82].

In this chapter we follow the third approach. We develop an idealized

1We note however that there is a proposal for an approximate “universal probability distri-
bution” for magnifications that takes as input only the variance of the distribution as predicted
by weak lensing theory, and which would allow prediction of the non-Gaussian tails [77].
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“Swiss cheese” model [83, 65, 84, 85, 86] of large scale structure to study the

effect of density inhomogeneities on luminosity distances. Our model is com-

plementary to many of the existing models in that we focus on lensing produced

by structures at the largest scales, voids and sheets, rather than that produced

by individual galaxies and halos, the focus of many existing models.

3.1.2 Our void model

In “Swiss cheese” models [83, 65, 84, 85, 86], the Universe contains a network of

spherical, non-overlapping, mass-compensated voids. The voids are chosen to

be mass compensated so that the potential perturbation vanishes outside each

void. We idealize these models even further by assuming that each void consists

of a central, uniformly underdense region surrounded by a zero thickness shell.

Mass flows outward from the evacuated interior and is then trapped on the

wall. Although it would be more realistic to consider voids with smooth den-

sity profiles, this very simplified model should capture the essence of the effect

of large scale density inhomogeneities on luminosity distances. Since voids in

the observable Universe tend to be surrounded by shells that are relatively thin

compared to the size of their evacuated interiors, the idealization of zero thick-

ness may not be a severe simplification, particularly because we expect that the

main effect of inhomogeneities on the luminosity distance depends only on the

integral of the density contrast along the line of sight from the source to the ob-

server. A key feature of our idealized models is that they can be evolved in time

continuously and very simply.

Within the context of this highly idealized class of models, we study the dis-
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tribution of magnitude shifts relative to what would be found in a smooth cold

dark matter (CDM) model of the Universe with a cosmological constant, Λ, for

different void sizes and present day interior underdensities, and for a range of

different source redshifts. Moreover, although we shall use a Newtonian de-

scription that is valid as long as the void radii are small enough compared with

the Hubble length H−1
0 , the calculations can be made fully relativistic if desired.

(We discuss some corrections that are higher order in H0R, where R is the void

radius.)

This is a follow-up to our earlier work [83] (henceforth VFW08), in which we

considered the effect of a randomized set of voids with a single and rather large

comoving radius, 350 Mpc, using a particular model for a smooth underdense

interior inside a mass compensated shell. That study found that for a source

with redshift zs = 1.8, the mean magnitude shift relative to smooth flat, CDM

for an ensemble of realizations of large scale voids was unimportant (-0.003), but

the distribution of magnitude shifts was fairly broad, with a standard deviation

of about 0.1. Here, we consider a wider range of redshifts and void sizes, and

compute magnitude shifts relative to a more realistic ΛCDM background with

matter density today ΩM = 0.3 and dark energy density today ΩΛ = 0.7.

3.1.3 Predictions for lensing noise

Our results for the standard deviation σm of the magnitude shifts are summa-

rized by the approximate fitting formula

σm ≈ (0.027 ± 0.0007)
(

R
35 Mpc

)α (
f0

0.9

)β ( zs

1.0

)γ
. (3.1)

Here R is the comoving radius of the voids, zs is the source redshift, and
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f0 is the fraction of the total void mass in its shell today. The exponents are

α = 0.51 ± 0.03, β = 1.07 ± 0.04, γ = 1.34 ± 0.05. This fit is accurate to ∼ 20% for

35 Mpc ≤ R ≤ 350 Mpc, 0.01 ≤ f0 ≤ 0.9, and 0.5 ≤ zs ≤ 2.1. The mean magnitude

shift is again unimportant, roughly a factor of ten smaller than the standard

deviation (3.1).

Our result (3.1) is computed in the limit of zero shell thickness. This ide-

alization is not very realistic, since as we discuss in Sec. 3.3 below there is a

logarithmic divergence in the variance of the lensing convergence in the zero

thickness limit. This divergence arises from rays that pass very near to the void

walls. The variance in the magnitude shift, however, is finite because of the non-

linear dependence of magnitude shift on lensing convergence; the divergence is

cut off at lensing convergences of order unity. (The divergence can also get reg-

ulated by finite sampling effects; see Sec. 3.3). To address this issue we also

consider a more realistic model with void walls of some finite thickness ∆r. We

estimate in Sec. 3.3.4 that for f0 = 0.9, R = 35 Mpc, and zs = 1.0, the standard

deviation in magnitude shift is

σm ≈ 0.013

√
1 + 0.23 ln

(
1 Mpc

∆r

)
, (3.2)

a factor of ∼ 2 smaller than the thin-shell limit (3.1) for ∆r = 1 Mpc.

The rms magnitude shift (3.2) due to voids is a factor of ∼ 3 smaller than that

computed from individual galaxies and halos [67], in accord with expectations

from weak lensing theory using the power spectrum of density perturbations

(see Ref. [68] and Appendix 3.7). Thus lensing due to voids is subdominant but

not negligible.

We also use our model to estimate the sizes of various nonlinear effects that
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go beyond linear, weak-lensing theory. We estimate that for R = 35 Mpc voids,

the dispersion σm is altered by ∼ 4% by lens-lens coupling, by ∼ 3% by shear.

There are also large nonlinearities (∼ 30% − 40%) in our model that arise from

the nonlinearity of void evolution. These results are qualitatively in agreement

with some previous studies of nonlinear deviations from weak lensing theory

[87, 88, 89].

We also study the source-lens clustering effect [90], the fact sources are more

likely to be located in high density regions, which enhances the probability of a

lens being located near the source. We estimate that the corresponding bias in

the distribution of magnifications is negligible in our model.

3.1.4 Organization of this chapter

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews our Swiss cheese void

model. We discuss how the voids evolve in an FRW background and describe

the model parameters. Next, we describe how our void locations are random-

ized, by choosing impact parameters randomly as light rays exit one void and

enter the next. Finally, we describe our method of computing the magnification.

Section 3.3 describes our simple analytical model which reproduces the results

of the simulations to within ∼ 30%. It also describes a modification of our void

model in which the shell walls are given a finite thickness, and gives the corre-

sponding analytical results. Section 3.4 gives the results of our Monte Carlo sim-

ulations for the the probability distributions of magnifications, and discusses

the dependence of the variance on the parameters of the model. In Section 3.5,

we study the source-lens clustering effect and the associated bias. Section 3.6
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summarizes our results and their implications. In Appendix 3.7 we discuss the

power spectrum of our void model and the corresponding weak lensing pre-

diction. Appendix 3.8 reviews the derivation of the method we use to compute

the magnification distribution. Finally, Appendix 3.9 is a comparison of our re-

sults with other recent studies of lensing due to voids [91, 81, 82, 92, 93, 94].

Our results are broadly consistent with these previous studies but our model is

simpler in several respects.

3.2 Simple Model of Lensing due to Voids

In this section we describe our simplified Swiss cheese model of large scale

voids, and explain how we compute the distribution of magnifications in the

model.

3.2.1 Newtonian model of a single void

As discussed in the introduction, we will consider void radii R ranging from 35

Mpc to 350 Mpc, which are small compared to the Hubble length. Therefore we

can use Newtonian gravity to describe each void; the corresponding error is of

order (H0R)2
� 1 which we ignore.

We choose the background cosmology in which we place our voids to be

an FRW Universe with matter fraction ΩM and cosmological constant fraction

1 − ΩM. We denote by aex(t) the corresponding scale factor, which is normalized
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so that aex(t) = 1 today. It satisfies the Friedman equation(
ȧex

aex

)2

= H2
0

(
ΩM

a3
ex

+ 1 −ΩM

)
, (3.3)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter, which has the solution

3H0t
√

1 −ΩM

2
= sinh−1

a3/2
ex

a3/2
Λ

 . (3.4)

Here aΛ = (ΩM/ (1 −ΩM))
1
3 is the scale factor at which the cosmological constant

starts to dominate.

Our void model consists of a spherical region of constant comoving radius

R, with a uniform density interior surrounded by a thin shell. We assume that

the void is mass compensated, so the total mass enclosed is the same as what it

would be in FRW, namely

M =
H2

0ΩMR3

2G
. (3.5)

We denote by f (t) the fraction of this mass in the thin shell, so that the mass

in the interior is [1 − f (t)]M. The fractional density perturbation in comoving

coordinates δm(x, t) = δρ(x, t)/ρ is therefore

δm(x, t) = − f (t)Θ(R − r) +
1
3

f (t)Rδ(r − R), (3.6)

where Θ(x) is the function defined by Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 for x < 0.

The corresponding potential perturbation φ, in a Newtonian gauge in which

the metric has the form

ds2 = − (1 + 2φ) dt2 + a2
ex(t) (1 − 2φ) dx2, (3.7)

is given by solving the Poisson equation ∇2φ = 3H2
0ΩMδm(x, t)/(2aex). This gives

φ(x, t) =
H2

0ΩM f (t)
4aex(t)

(
R2 − r2

)
Θ(R − r). (3.8)
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The corresponding radial acceleration is

ar = −
H2

0ΩM f (t)
2aex(t)2 rΘ(R − r).

For each void, the potential will take the form (3.8) in a spherical polar coordi-

nate system centered on that void, and the total potential is given by summing

over the voids. The potential vanishes in between the voids.

We next discuss how to compute the time evolution of the fraction f (t) of

the void mass in the thin shell. We will work to leading, Newtonian order in

(H0R)2, and we will also neglect the surface pressure that would arise in a rel-

ativistic calculation. The uniform interior behaves like a positive energy FRW

cosmology. It has negative curvature, k < 0, and a scale factor ain(t) that obeys

the equation (
ȧin

ain

)2

= H2
0

(
ΩM

a3
in

+ 1 −ΩM −
k

a2
inH2

0

)
, (3.9)

since the cosmological constant is the same inside and outside the void but the

matter density is not. We define the positive constant a0 = −ΩMH2
0/k, the inverse

of which is proportional to the density contrast at early times. The solution to

Eq. (3.9) is

3H0t
√

1 −ΩM

2
=

∫ (
ain
aΛ

) 3
2

0

dx√
1 + x2 + x

2
3

aΛ

a0

. (3.10)

This solution assumes that ain = aex = 0 at t = 0, so that the interior and the

exterior regions started expanding at the same time. Otherwise the deviations

from FRW are large at early times. Eliminating t between Eqs. (3.4) and (3.10)

gives the relationship between ain and aex, which is

sinh−1

a3/2
ex

a3/2
Λ

 =

∫ (
ain
aΛ

) 3
2

0

dx√
1 + x2 + x

2
3

aΛ

a0

. (3.11)
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Note that the above equations imply that ain > aex, as k < 0. The density of the

interior is equal to the mean FRW density times (aex/ain)3 < 1, and so the fraction

of mass in the shell is

f (t) = 1 −
(
aex

ain

)3

. (3.12)

We numerically solve Eq. (3.11) to obtain aex/ain as a function of aex/aΛ, ΩM and

a0. In the remainder of the chapter, we will parameterize our void models in

terms of the value today f0 = f (t0) of the mass fraction f (t) in the shell. We will

usually pick f0 = 0.9. The parameter a0 can be computed from f0 and ΩM.

3.2.2 Algorithm for randomization of void placement

We now discuss how we choose the number and locations of voids in our model.

In some previous studies [95, 96, 97], the centers of all the voids encountered

by a given ray were chosen to be collinear, so that the ray passed through the

centers of all the voids. In these studies the lensing demagnification was large

enough to successfully mimic the effects of dark energy. However, as discussed

in VFW08, the large demagnification was an artifact of the non-randomness of

the void locations, which is not in accord with observations of the distribution of

voids [98, 99, 100, 101]. In this chapter, we use a more realistic void distribution,

which we compute according to the following procedure:

1. Fix the comoving void size R.

2. Fix the redshift of the source zs.

3. Place voids all along the ray from the source to the observer, lined up so

that they are just touching. The source and the observer are placed in
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FRW regions. The distance from the source to the shell of the adjacent

void is chosen to be a fixed small parameter, and the distance between the

observer and the shell of the adjacent void then depends on the number

of voids that can fit between the source and observer.

4. Randomize impact parameters by shifting each void in a random direction

perpendicular to the direction of the light ray, so that the square b2 of the

impact parameter is uniformly distributed between 0 and R2.

Note that with this algorithm, each ray spends some time in FRW regions

between each pair of voids. An alternative procedure would that used by Holz

& Wald [65], in which after exiting a void, a ray immediately enters another void

without traversing an FRW region. In this model the effective packing fraction

of voids would be a factor ∼ 2 or so higher than in our model, and the rms

magnifications and demagnification would be correspondingly enhanced.

3.2.3 Method of computing magnification along a ray

We now turn to a description of the method we use to compute the magnifi-

cation for a ray propagating through a Universe filled with randomly placed

voids, as described in the last subsection. Our method is essentially a modifica-

tion of the method introduced by Holz & Wald [65], and goes beyond weak-

lensing theory. In this section we describe the computational procedure; a

derivation is given in Appendix 3.8.

Starting from the perturbed FRW metric (3.7), we consider an observer at

t = t0 (today) and x = 0, or equivalently at η = η0, where η =
∫

dt/aex (t) is
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conformal time. We consider a source at x = xs = xsn, where n is a unit vector.

The geodesic joining the source and observer in the background FRW geometry

is

xα (x) = (η0 − x, nx) , (3.13)

for 0 ≤ x ≤ xs, where x is the comoving distance (or affine parameter with

respect to the flat metric ds̄2 = aex (t)−2 ds2 = −dη2 + dx2). We denote by ~k =

d/dx = −∂η + ni∂i the past directed tangent vector to the ray. We also introduce

a pair of spatial basis vectors ~eA, A = 1, 2, so that ~eA and n are orthonormal with

respect to ds̄2. We define the projected Riemann tensor

RAB = R̄αγβδkγkδeαAeβB, (3.14)

for A, B = 1, 2 where R̄αγβδ is the Riemann tensor of the perturbed FRW metric

without the aex (t)2 factor:

ds2 = − (1 + 2φ) dη2 + (1 − 2φ) dx2. (3.15)

Next we consider the differential equation along the ray

d2

dx2A
A

B (x) = −RA
C (x)AC

B (x) , (3.16)

where RA
C (x) means the projected Riemann tensor evaluated at xα = xα (x), and

capital Roman indices are raised and lowered with δAB. We solve the differential

equation (3.16) subject to the initial conditions at the observer

AA
B (0) = 0,

dAA
B

dx
(0) = δA

B. (3.17)

Finally the magnification along the ray, relative to the background FRW metric,
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is2

µ =
x2

s

|detA(xs)|
, (3.18)

where the right hand side is evaluated at the location x = xs of the source.

The matrix A(xs)/xs can be expressed as a product of an orthogonal matrix

and a symmetric matrix with two real eigenvalues 1− κ±γ, where κ is called the

lensing convergence and γ the shear. The magnification is therefore

µ = |(1 − κ)2 − γ2|−1. (3.19)

This computational procedure is essentially the same as that used by Holz &

Wald [65], except that Holz & Wald work in the physical spacetime rather than

the conformally transformed spacetime, and at the end of the computation they

compute the ratio between the quantity x2
s/(detA) evaluated in the perturbed

spacetime and in the background spacetime.

In ourapproach we do not need to compute a ratio, and furthermore the

source term in the differential equation (3.16) vanishes in FRW regions between

the voids, which simplifies the computation. See Appendix 3.8 for more details

on the relation between the two approaches.

We now turn to a discussion of the method we use to compute approximate

solutions to the differential equation (3.16). Consider a small segment of ray,

from x = x1 to x = x2 say. Since the differential equation is linear, we have

2In our Monte Carlo simulations we discard all cases where the determinant is negative,
and so the absolute value sign in Eq. (3.18) can be dropped. As explained in Ref. [65], this
prescription yields the distribution of magnifications of primary images; it is not possible using
the geodesic deviation equation method to compute the distribution of total luminosity of all
the images of a source.
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 A
A

B(x2)

ȦA
B(x2)

 =

 JA
C (x2, x1) KA

C (x2, x1)

LA
C (x2, x1) MA

C (x2, x1)


×

 A
C

B(x1)

ȦC
B(x1)

 . (3.20)

for some 2 × 2 matrices J, K, L, M which together form a 4 × 4 matrix. To

linear order in RAB we have3

JA
C = δA

C −

∫ x2

x1

dx (x2 − x)RA
C (x) , (3.21)

KA
C = (x2 − x1) δA

C

−

∫ x2

x1

dx
∫ x

x1

dx̄ (x̄ − x1)RA
C (x̄) , (3.22)

LA
C = −

∫ x2

x1

dxRA
C (x) , (3.23)

MA
C = δA

C −

∫ x2

x1

dx (x − x1)RA
C (x) . (3.24)

We evaluate these matrices for a transition through a single void, using the po-

tential (3.8), the metric (3.15) and the definition (3.14) ofRAB. We neglect the time

evolution of the potential during passage through the void; the corresponding

corrections are suppressed by (H0R)2. This gives

JA
C = δA

C + c2P(z)

 1 4

4 1

 , (3.25)

KA
C = (x2 − x1)δA

C +
2
3

c3P(z)

 1 2

2 1

 , (3.26)

LA
C = 2cP(z)

 1 − R2

3c2 4

4 1 − R2

3c2

 , (3.27)

3Holz & Wald [65] drop all of the integrals over the projected Riemann tensor in Eqs. (3.2.3)
except the one in the formula for LA

B. This is valid to leading order in (H0R)2. We keep the extra
terms in Eqs. (3.2.3) even though our formalism neglects other effects that also give fractional
corrections of order (H0R)2. The extra terms change σm by a few percent.
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MA
C = δA

C + 2c2P(z)

 1 + R2

3c2 2

2 1 + R2

3c2

 . (3.28)

Here b is the impact parameter, c =
√

R2 − b2,

P(z) =
3
2

H2
0ΩM

x (xs − x)
xs

f (z)
aex(z)

, (3.29)

and f (z) is defined by Eq. (3.12). In these equations x and z are evaluated at the

center of the void.

Our computational procedure can now be summarized as follows:

1. Pick some source redshift zs, void radius R, and fraction of void mass on

the shell today f0.

2. Choose void locations according to the prescription described in Sec.3.2.2.

3. For each void, compute the 4 × 4 matrix that is formed by the matrices

J,K,L and M from Eqs. (3.2.3).

4. Perform a similarity transformation J→ U−1 · J ·U on each of the matrices

J,K,L,M for some randomly chosen S O(2) matrix U, to randomize the

direction of the vectorial impact parameter.

5. Multiply together all the 4 × 4 matrices, and multiply by the initial condi-

tions (3.17), to evaluateAA
B (xs).

6. Compute the magnification µ relative to FRW from Eq. (3.18), and then

distance modulus shift ∆m from

∆m = −
5
2

log10 (µ) (3.30)

=
5

2 ln 10
ln |(1 − κ)2 − γ2|. (3.31)
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7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 a large number of times to generate the distribution

p(∆m; zs) of distance modulus shifts ∆m for sources at redshift zs, for a ran-

domly chosen direction from the observer.

8. Finally, we correct this distribution to obtain the observationally relevant

quantity, the probability distribution of magnitude shifts for a source cho-

sen randomly on a sphere at a distance corresponding to redshift zs. The

corrected distribution is [65]

P(∆m; zs) = N p(∆m; zs)/µ

= N p(∆m; zs)102∆m/5, (3.32)

where N is a normalization constant.

3.2.4 Relation to weak lensing theory

In weak lensing theory the matrix A(xs)/xs that describes the deflections of the

rays is presumed to be always very close to the unit matrix, so the total inte-

grated effect of the inhomogeneities on a given ray can be treated linearly. The

solution to Eq. (3.16) in this approximation is given by Eq. (3.22) with x1 = 0,

x2 = xs,
AA

B(xs)
xs

= δA
B −

∫ xs

0
dx

x(xs − x)
xs

RA
B(x). (3.33)

Taking the determinant and linearizing again, the contribution from shear van-

ishes and the magnification is µ = 1 + 2κ where the lensing convergence κ is

given by the standard formula

κ =
3
2

H2
0ΩM

∫ xs

0
dx

x (xs − x)
xsaex (z)

δm(x). (3.34)
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Here δm(x) is the fractional over density, x is the comoving distance, xs is comov-

ing distance to the source, and aex (z) is the scale factor. Evaluating this for our

void model gives

κ =
∑

i

κi, (3.35)

where the sum is over the voids and

κi = −3H2
0ΩM

xi(xs − xi)
xsaex(zi)

f (zi)ci

[
1 −

R2

3c2
i

]
(3.36)

is the lensing convergence from the ith void. Here zi and xi are the redshift and

comoving distance to the center of the ith void, ci =

√
R2 − b2

i and bi is the ith

impact parameter. Our model goes beyond the weak lensing result (3.35) as it

includes lens-lens couplings and shear.

3.3 Approximate Analytical Computation of magnification dis-

persion

3.3.1 Overview

In the previous section, we described a Monte Carlo procedure for computing

the probability distribution P(∆m; zs) of magnitude shifts ∆m for sources at red-

shift zs, for our Swiss cheese model of voids. We will be particularly interested

in the mean

〈∆m〉 =

∫
d∆m ∆mP(∆m; zs) (3.37)

and variance

σ2
m =

∫
d∆m (∆m − 〈∆m〉)2

P(∆m; zs) (3.38)
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of this distribution. In subsequent sections of the chapter we will describe the

results of our Monte Carlo simulations and their implications. In this section,

however, we will take a detour and describe a simple, approximate, analytic

computation of the variance. The approximation consists of using the weak

lensing approximation to compute the total lensing convergence κ (accurate to

a few percent, see Sec. 3.4.2), and then using an approximate cutoff procedure

to incorporate the effect of the nonlinear relation (3.31) between κ and the mag-

nitude shift ∆m. We will see in Sec. 3.4 below that this analytic approximation

agrees with our Monte Carlo simulations to within ∼ 30%.

Neglecting shear, the relation (3.31) reduces to

∆m =
5

ln 10
ln |1 − κ| (3.39)

where κ is given by Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36). We will see shortly that the the vari-

ance of κ diverges. This divergence is an artifact of our use of a distributional

density profile for each void, with a δ-function on the void’s surface, and can be

removed by endowing each shell with some small finite thickness ∆r (see Sec.

3.3.4 below). The variance of ∆m, on the other hand, is finite, because of the

nonlinear relation (3.39). We shall proceed by using the linearized version

∆m = −
5

ln 10

[
κ + O(κ2)

]
(3.40)

of Eq. (3.39), and by simply cutting off the divergent integrals that arise, at κ ∼ 1,

the regime where the nonlinearity of the relation (3.39) becomes important.
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3.3.2 Variance of magnitude shifts

From Eq. (3.40) we find for the mean and variance of the magnitude shift

〈∆m〉 = −
5

ln 10

[
〈κ〉 + O(κ2)

]
,

σ2
m =

(
5

ln 10

)2 [
〈κ2〉 − 〈κ〉2 + O(κ3)

]
. (3.41)

The averages are over the set of impact parameters {bi : i ∈ [1, j(xs)]} in Eq.

(3.36), where j(xs) is the number of voids out to the source at xs. In computing

the averages, it will prove convenient to define

qi = 1 − b2
i /R

2, (3.42)

so that each qi is distributed uniformly between zero and one, since impact pa-

rameters arbitrarily close to the void boundary are permitted. In fact, a short-

coming of our model is the vanishing thickness of the void wall. We therefore

introduce lower cutoffs Ci for each void4, that is, we restrict qi to lie in the range

Ci ≤ qi ≤ 1. We will discuss below the origin and appropriate values of these

cutoffs.

With this assumption we obtain for the mean of the lensing convergence

(3.36) of the ith void

〈κi〉 = −H2
0ΩM xsRwi

∫ 1

Ci

dqi

[
3
√

qi −
1
√

qi

]
= −2H2

0ΩM xsRwi

√
Ci(1 −Ci) (3.43)

where

wi =
xi(xs − xi) f (zi)(1 + zi)

x2
s

. (3.44)

4These cutoffs will be used only for construction of our analytical model in this section; they
are not used in Monte Carlo simulations in the remainder of the chapter.
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The mean lensing convergence (4.56) is always negative, since Ci < 1; introduc-

ing the cutoff leads to a bias toward de-magnification. This is a shortcoming of

the model, since for any mass-compensated perturbation 〈κi〉 = 0 5. Below, we

shall ignore small corrections that are powers of Ci, and will take 〈κi〉 = 0 for all

i.

By contrast the second moment 〈κ2
i 〉 diverges logarithmically in the limit

Ci → 0:

〈κ2
i 〉 =

(
H2

0ΩM xsRwi

)2
∫ 1

Ci

dqi

(
3
√

qi −
1
√

qi

)2

(3.45)

=
(
H2

0ΩM xsRwi

)2
[
− ln Ci −

3
2

+ O(Ci)
]
. (3.46)

This divergence is caused by rays that just graze the δ function shell of the void.

Because κ is a sum of κi, its mean is the sum of the individual means, but

〈κ2〉 =
∑

i

〈κ2
i 〉 −

∑
i, j

〈κi〉〈κ j〉 (3.47)

and therefore

σ2
κ = 〈κ2〉 − 〈κ〉2 =

∑
i

(〈κ2
i 〉 − 〈κi〉

2) . (3.48)

Combining this with Eqs. (3.40) and (3.46) and dropping terms linear in Ci gives

for the variance in magnitude shift

σ2
m = σ2

0

∑
i

w2
i

(
− ln Ci −

3
2

)
, (3.49)

where we have defined

σ0 =
5H2

0ΩM xsR
ln 10

. (3.50)

5To restore this feature we could either scale the contribution from the underdense core
downward by a factor of S i = 1 +

√
Ci + Ci or scale the contribution from the overdense shell

upward by the same factor S i.
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We choose the cutoffs Ci to correspond to κi ∼ 1, as discussed above; from Eqs.

(3.36) and (3.44) this gives

Ci = (H2
0ΩMRxswi)2. (3.51)

The approximate analytic result given by Eqs. (3.44) and (3.49) – (3.51) is plotted

in Fig. 3.10 in Sec. 3.4.2 below. It agrees with our Monte Carlo simulations to

within ∼ 30%, which is reasonable given the crudeness of our analytic cutoff

procedure.

3.3.3 Finite sampling effects

In addition to computing the width σ2
m of the distribution of magnitude shifts

∆m, we now compute a different quantity σ2
m,med(N) which is, roughly speaking,

the estimate of the width that one would obtain with N samples ∆mα, 1 ≤ α , N,

drawn from the distribution. More precisely, this quantity is defined as follows.

From the N samples we construct the estimator

σ̂2
m ≡

1
N − 1

N∑
α=1

∆m2
α −

1
N(N − 1)

 N∑
α=1

∆mα

2

. (3.52)

This quantity is itself a random variable with expected value
〈
σ̂2

m

〉
= σ2

m. How-

ever for finite N the median value of the distribution of σ̂2
m can be significantly

different from σ2
m. We denote this median value by σ2

m,med(N). In the limit N → ∞

we have σm,med(N)→ σm. We note that realistic supernovae surveys will have no

more than ∼ 104 supernovae.

To estimate this median value, we use the fact that for each void i, finite

sampling imposes a minimum value on qi of qi ∼ 1/N on average, which acts

like a statistical cutoff in the integral (3.46). This is in addition to the physical
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cutoff (3.51) discussed above, which we will denote by qi,c from now on. For N

samples qi,α, 1 ≤ α ≤ N, the probability that all N samples are larger than a value

Ci which is larger than qi,c is

P0(< Ci) =

(
1 −Ci

1 − qi,c

)N

. (3.53)

Differentiating once we find that the probability distribution of Ci is

P(Ci) =

∣∣∣∣∣dP0(< Ci)
dCi

∣∣∣∣∣ =
N(1 −Ci)N−1

(1 − qi,c)N . (3.54)

For very large values of N and small qi,c an adequate approximation is

P(Ci) ≈ N exp[−N(Ci − qi,c)], (3.55)

which is properly normalized for Ci ≥ qi,c if we extend the range of Ci to infinity,

thereby incurring an error ∼ exp(−N).

We now average the expression (3.49) for the width σ2
m, using the distribu-

tion (3.55) to average over the cutoffs Ci. The result is

σ2
m,med ≈ σ2

0

∑
i

w2
i (3.56)

×

[
ln N −

3
2
−

∫ ∞

0
dxe−x ln(x + Nqi,c)

]
.

If we define

S ( f0, zs) =
∑

i

w2
i ,

γ(Nqi,c) = −

∫ ∞

0
dxe−x ln(x + Nqi,c), (3.57)

then Eq. (3.56) becomes

σ2
m,med ≈ σ2

0

S ( f0, zs)
(
ln N −

3
2

)
+

∑
i

w2
i γ(Nqi,c)

 .
(3.58)
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The result (3.58) was obtained by averaging over the cutoffs {Ci} using the

probability distribution (3.55), and is an estimate of the median of the distribu-

tion of σ̂2
m. Of course the actual value of σ̂2

m computed from a Monte Carlo re-

alization of N lines of sight, or obtained from N observations of magnifications,

may differ from the result (3.58). We would like to also estimate the spread in

values of σ̂2
m. From Eq. (3.49), and taking the variance with respect to the distri-

bution of cutoffs Ci, we find∆σ2
m,med

σ2
m,med

2

=

∑
i w4

i Var(Nqi,c)[∑
i w2

i (ln Ci + 3/2)
]2 , (3.59)

where

Var(Nqi,c) = (ln Ci)2 −
(
ln Ci

)2

=

∫ ∞

0
dxe−x[ln(x + Nqi,c)]2 − [γ(Nqi,c)]2

(3.60)

Here the overbars denote an expectation value with respect to the probability

distribution (3.55). The quantity (3.59) is a measure in the fractional spread in

our estimate of the median, and should give a lower bound on the fractional

spread in values of σ̂2
m.

Two limits of Eqs. (3.58) and (3.59) are especially simple. First, for Nqi,c �

1, we have γ(Nqi,c) ≈ γE = 0.5772 . . ., the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and also

Var(Nqi,c) ≈ 1.645 and −ln Ci ≈ ln N + γE. This gives

σ2
m,med ≈ σ2

0S ( f0, zs)
(
ln N −

3
2

+ γE

)
, (3.61)

∆σ2
m,med

σ2
m,med

≈

√
1.645

Nvoid(ln N + γE − 3/2)
, (3.62)

where Nvoid = xs/(2R) is the number of voids and we have used the crude ap-

proximation wi = constant in the second equation. Second, for Nqi,c � 1, we
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have γ(Nqi,c) ≈ − ln Nqi,c, Var(Nqi,c) ≈ 1/(Nqi,c)2, and ln Ci ≈ ln qi,c, and so we

obtain

σ2
m,med ≈ σ2

0

−3
2

S ( f0, zs) −
∑

i

w2
i ln qi,c

 (3.63)

∆σ2
m,med

σ2
m,med

∝
1
N
. (3.64)

The second case (3.63) coincides with the N-independent width (3.49) – (3.51)

computed earlier. We see that the results are dictated by a competition between

statistical and physical cutoffs via the dimensionless parameter Nqi,c.

As discussed above, our simulations are effectively cut off at κi ∼ 1; this

implies a physical cutoff

qi,c ∼ (H2
0ΩMRxswi)2

≈ 2.2 × 10−7
(

H0ΩM xs

0.23

)2 (
h0.7R

35Mpc

)2

(4wi)2. (3.65)

Here we have scaled the factor ΩMH0xs to its value at ΩM = 0.3, zs = 1.0, the

quantity h0.7 is given by H0 = 70h0.7 km s−1Mpc−1, and we note that 4wi ≤ f (zi)(1 +

zi). From the estimate (3.65) we expect the Nqi,c � 1 limit to apply for N . 106.

In this case the cutoff is purely statistical and the physical cutoff is unimportant.

The prediction (3.61) for σm,med for N = 104 and zs = 1 is shown in Fig. 3.1,

together with results from our Monte Carlo simulations, which are described

in Sec. 3.4 below. The plot shows good agreement between the model and the

simulations.

For this case, a lower bound on the fractional spread in the values of σ̂2
m

around its median value is given by Eq. (3.62). That is, in any given simulation

or observational survey with N light sources, the scatter of values about the

expected will be at least this large. For example, with N = 104, zs = 1 and R = 35
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Figure 3.1: The green line is our analytic model (3.61) of the median width
of the distribution of magnitude shifts ∆m, for N = 104 sam-
ples, source redshift zs = 1.0 and void radius R = 35 Mpc, as
a function of the fraction of mass f0 on the void shells today.
The data points are from our Monte Carlo simulations with the
same parameter values, described in Sec. 3.4 below.

Mpc, the implied spread is 6%. In this regime where the cutoff is primarily

statistical, the range of likely values of σ̂m is substantial, and only decreases

logarithmically with increasing N.

When N & 106, we move into the Nqi,c � 1 regime where Eqs. (3.3.3) apply.

The results in this regime were discussed in Sec. 3.3.2 above, and are plotted

in Fig. 3.10 in Sec. 3.4.2 below. Equation (3.64) indicates that the spread scales

as 1/N in this regime. However this estimate is only a lower bound for the

spread in values of σ̂2
m, as discussed above. In fact, from Eq. (3.52) the standard

deviation of σ̂2
m can be computed in terms of N and of the second and fourth

moments of ∆m; it scales like 1/
√

N as N → ∞. In any case, the spread decreases

more rapidly as N increases after the transition to the large N regime. We will
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see in Sec. 3.4 below that this prediction agrees well with our Monte Carlo sim-

ulations.

3.3.4 Extension of void model to incorporate finite shell thick-

ness

In this subsection we consider a modification of our void model, in which the

void wall is given a finite comoving thickness ∆ri that acts as a physical cutoff in

the divergent integral (3.45). The corresponding value of the cutoff parameter

qi,c is qi,c = 2∆ri/R, from Eq. (3.42). The value of wall thickness that corresponds

to the cutoff (3.65) is thus ∆ri ∼ 3 pc(R/35 Mpc)3, which is much smaller than the

expected void wall thicknesses ∼ Mpc in large scale structure. Thus, our thin-

shell void model is somewhat unrealistic; the results are modified (albeit only

logarithmically) once the wall thickness exceeds ∼ pc scales. This motivates

modifying the model to incorporate a finite wall thickness.

Consider next how the wall thickness evolves with redshift. At very early

times, when the perturbation is in the linear regime, it maintains its shape in

comoving coordinates, so the cutoff scale is some fixed fraction of R. Once the

perturbation becomes nonlinear, the shell thickness should freeze out in phys-

ical extent, implying a comoving size ∝ 1/a. Thus, a suitable model for the

redshift dependence of the cutoff would be

qc(a) = ε0W(a/a0), (3.66)

where W(x) is a function with W(x) → 1 for x � 1 and W(x) → K0/x for x � 1.

Here a0( f0) is the scale factor when the perturbation ceases to be linear, and
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K and ε0 are constants that may also depend on f0. Very roughly, we expect

qc(a) ∼ 0.1 so Nqi,c � 1 as long as N & 10, so that Eq. (3.3.3) will apply.

Suppose now that for a restricted range of source redshifts it suffices to take

the fractional shell wall thickness εs = ∆ri/R in comoving coordinates to be the

same for all shells. Then from Eq. (3.49) we get6

σ2
m = σ2

0S ( f0, zs) [− ln εs + ln(2) + O(εs ln εs)] . (3.68)

Equation (3.68) has the same form as Eq. (3.61), but since Nεs � 1, the implied

σm is smaller. For example, evaluating this expression for f0 = 0.9, zs = 1.0 and

R = 35 Mpc gives

σm ≈ 0.013

√
1 + 0.23 ln

(
1 Mpc

∆r

)
. (3.69)

where ∆r = εsR is the wall thickness.

The logarithmic divergence of σ2
m will also be regulated by treating the shell

as composed of fragments that represent local density enhancements such as

galaxy clusters and superclusters for purposes of computing the magnification

of passing light beams. We shall examine this further refinement of our model

elsewhere.
6Eq. (3.68) differs from Eq. (3.49) in that the −3/2 has been replaced by ln 2. This slightly more

accurate version of the equation is derived as follows. Instead of using the cutoff procedure
embodied in Eq. (3.45), we use a regulated density profile of the form δm(r) = − f Θ(R1 − r) +

αΘ(R − r)Θ(r − R1) where R1 = R(1 − εs) and α = f [(1 − εs)−3 − 1]−1. The variance in the lensing
convergence can then be computed from

〈
κ2

i

〉
= 9H4

0Ω2
M

x2
i (xs − xi)2

x2
saex(xi)2R2

∫ R

0
dr

∫ R

0
dr̄δm(r)δm(r̄)

×rr̄ ln
∣∣∣∣∣ r + r̄
r − r̄

∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.67)

from Eq. (3.34).
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Figure 3.2: The magnitude shift ∆m as a function of source redshift zs for a
single run, for voids of radius R = 35 Mpc, fraction of mass on
the shell today f0 = 0.9, in a ΛCDM cosmology with ΩM = 0.3.

3.4 Results of Monte Carlo Simulations for Magnification Dis-

tributions

We now turn to describing the results of our Monte Carlo simulations based on

the algorithm described in Sec. 3.2. In the remainder of this chapter, unless oth-

erwise specified, we will adopt the fiducial parameter values of matter fraction

ΩM = 0.3, source redshift zs = 1.0, void size R = 35 Mpc, and fraction of void

mass on shell today f0 = 0.9. Our choice of void size is motivated by the fact

that observed void sizes [98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106] range from a

typical size of ∼ 10 Mpc to an upper limit of ∼ 100 Mpc. For this fiducial case,

we show in Fig. 3.2 the distance modulus shift ∆m as a function of redshift zs for

a single realization of the void distribution. The values jump discontinuously

after each void, and illustrate the stochastic nature of the lensing process.
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Figure 3.3: The probability distribution of magnitude shifts ∆m for a sim-
ulation in a ΛCDM cosmology with ΩM = 0.3, with sources at
redshift zs = 1, comoving voids radius R = 35 Mpc, and fraction
of void mass on the shell today f0 = 0.9.

Next, we repeat this computation some large number N of times in order

to generate the distribution of modulus shifts ∆m. In the rest of the chapter

we will focus in particular on the mean 〈∆m〉 and standard deviation σm of this

distribution, and also on the estimator σ̂m(N) of the standard deviation that one

obtains at finite N, given by Eq. (3.52), which satisfies σ̂m(N)→ σm as N → ∞.

The distribution for the fiducial case for N = 2 × 106 is shown in Fig. 3.3.

For this case the standard deviation is σm = 0.03135 ± 0.0003 and the mean is

〈∆m〉 = 0.004 ± 0.001 (where the error is estimated based on dividing the data

into 200 groups of 10000 runs). Our result for the standard deviation agrees to

within ∼ 30% with that of a different Swiss cheese void model by Brouzakis,

Tetradis and Tzavara [92]; see Fig. 5 of that paper which applies to R = 40 Mpc

voids at zs = 1. It also agrees to within a factor ∼ 2 with the predictions of weak
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lensing theory using an approximate power spectrum for our void model, as

discussed in Appendix 3.7.

Figure 3.4 shows how our estimated standard deviation σ̂m(N) varies with

number of runs N. The quantity plotted is log10 |σ̂m/σm − 1|, where σm = 0.03135

is an estimate of the N → ∞ limit, here taken from our largest run with N = 106.

This plot exhibits several interesting features that are in good agreement with

the analytical model described in Sec. 3.3. First, in the low N regime at say N ∼

104, the values of σ̂m(N) differ systematically from the asymptotic value by a few

tens of percent, reflecting the difference between σm,med and σm. Second, there

is a somewhat smaller scatter in this regime, of ∼ 5%, in agreement with the

prediction (3.62). Third, there is a transition to a different behavior at N ∼ 3×105,

after which both the scatter and systematic deviation from the asymptotic value

are much smaller.

In the rest of this chapter, we will use the value N = 106 unless otherwise

specified. From Fig. 3.4 this corresponds to an accuracy of ∼ 1 percent.

We show in Fig. 3.5 the mean 〈∆m〉 of the distribution as a function of source

redshift zs, for R = 35 Mpc and N = 2 × 106. The errors shown are estimated

by dividing the data into 200 groups of 10000 runs. The effect of the nonzero

mean on cosmological studies cannot be reduced by using a large number of

supernovae, unlike the effect of the dispersion σm. However, the mean 〈∆m〉 ∼

0.003 magnitudes shown in Fig. 3.5 is too small to impact cosmological studies

in the foreseeable future.

In Figs. 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 we show the probability distributions of magnitude

shifts ∆m for some other cases: source redshifts of zs = 1.1, 1.6 and 2.1, and void
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Figure 3.4: The estimator σ̂m of the standard deviation of the distribution
of magnitude shifts ∆m, as a function of number N of runs, for
sources at redshift zs = 1, comoving voids radius R = 35 Mpc,
and fraction of void mass on the shell today f0 = 0.9. The plot-
ted quantity is log10 |σ̂m/σm − 1|, where σm = 0.03135 is an esti-
mate of the N → ∞ limit, here taken from our largest run with
N = 106.

radii of R = 35 Mpc, 100 Mpc, and 350 Mpc. We now turn to a discussion of

the dependence of our results on these parameters, as well as on the fraction of

mass in the shell today f0.

3.4.1 Dependence on void size

In Fig. 3.9 we show the standard deviation σm of the magnitude shift as a func-

tion of void size R, for three different redshifts, zs = 1.1, 1.6, 2.1. To a good

approximation the standard deviation grows as the square root of the void size,

σm ∝
√

R. We can understand this scaling by making some order of magnitude
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Figure 3.5: [Top] The mean 〈∆m〉 of the distribution of magnitude shifts
∆m as a function of source redshift zs, for voids of radius R = 35
Mpc with fraction of mass on the shell today f0 = 0.9, for N =

106 samples. [Bottom] The same for R = 100 Mpc.
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Figure 3.6: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m for simu-
lations with sources at redshifts of zs = 1.1 (top), zs = 1.6 (mid-
dle) and zs = 2.1 (bottom), for comoving voids of radius R =35
Mpc with 90% of the void mass on the shell today.
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Figure 3.7: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m, at source
redshifts zs of 1.1 (top), 1.6 (middle) and 2.1 (bottom), as in Fig.
3.6 except with comoving void radius of R = 100 Mpc.
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Figure 3.8: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m, at source
redshifts zs of 1.1 (top), 1.6 (middle) and 2.1 (bottom), as in Fig.
3.6 except with comoving void radius of R = 350 Mpc.
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Figure 3.9: The standard deviation σm of the distribution of distance mod-
ulus shifts ∆m as a function of void radius R, computed us-
ing N = 106 runs for each point. The bottom line (stars) is for
sources at zs = 1.1, the middle line (squares) is zs = 1.6, and the
top line (diamonds) is zs = 2.1. Void radii range from 35 to 350
Mpc and the fraction of void mass on the shell today is f0 = 0.9.
The lines are fits of the form σm ∝

√
R.

estimates.

In making these estimates, we consider two different classes of rays. Con-

sider first rays that never come very close to the shell of any of the voids, i.e.

we exclude the case b − R � R, where b is the impact parameter. The potential

perturbation ∆φ for passage through a void is of order ∆φ ∼ f R2H2
0 , where f

is the fraction of void mass in the shell (or equivalently the fractional density

perturbation in the void interior). The contribution to the lensing convergence

from this void is then of order κ ∼ ∆φ/(H0R) ∼ f H0R. Next, the trajectory of rays

is a random walk, so the net lensing convergence is the rms convergence for

a single void multiplied by the square root of the number ∼ 1/(H0R) of voids.
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Thus the contribution to the rms magnitude shift from this class of rays is of

order

σm ∼ f
√

H0R. (3.70)

Consider next rays which just graze the shell of at least one of the voids.

These grazing rays are subject to large deflections, because of the δ-function in

density on the surface of the void. The large deflections cause cause the second

moment
〈
κ2

〉
of the lensing convergence to diverge, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.2.

However, the standard deviation of the magnitude shift ∆m is still finite, because

of the logarithmic relation (3.39) between ∆m and κ.

For estimating the effect of these grazing rays, we neglect shear. The conver-

gence κ of the grazed void will be of order unity or larger if the impact parameter

b is b = R(1 − ε), where ε ∼ f 2R2H2
0 , from Eq. (3.36). This will occur with prob-

ability ∼ ε. The contribution of these rays to
〈
(∆m)2

〉
∝

〈
[ln(1 − κ)]2

〉
will be of

order ε times the number ∼ 1/(H0R) of voids, or σm ∼ f
√

H0R, the same as the

result (3.70) for the non-grazing rays.

These considerations show that both the underdense void and the mass-

compensating shell make substantial, comparably large contributions to σm.

This suggests that it may be important to refine the shell model to include

its fragmentation into localized overdensities representing galaxy clusters and

galaxies, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.4 above.
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Figure 3.10: The standard deviation σm as a function of the fraction f0 of
the void mass on the shell today, for void radii of R = 35 Mpc
and source redshift of zs = 1, computed using N = 106 runs
for each point. The dashed blue curve is a fit of the form σm =

α f0 +β f 2
0 . This plot shows that there are nonlinearities present

at the level of ∼ 30−40%. The solid green curve is the analytic
model (3.49) – (3.51), which is accurate to ∼ 30%.

3.4.2 Dependence on fraction of void mass on the shell

In this subsection we discuss the dependence of the magnification distribution

on the fraction f0 of void mass on the shell today, or, equivalently, on the frac-

tional overdensity δρ/ρ, cf. Eq. (3.6) above. Figure 3.10 shows the results of our

simulations for σm as a function of f0 for N = 106, together with a fit of the form

(3.71)

σm( f0) = α f0 + β f 2
0 (3.71)

for some constants α and β. We find that α = 0.025±0.006 and β = 0.0085±0.0064.

Thus, the data show a statistically significant deviation from linear behavior, of

the order of ∼ 30 − 40%.
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We now discuss the various sources of nonlinearity that arise in the compu-

tation. We will consider three different types of effects.

First, in weak lensing theory, the magnification is a linear function of the

density perturbation. Our computation includes some nonlinear effects that go

beyond weak lensing theory, specifically lens-lens coupling (the fact that the

deflection due to one lens modifies the deflection caused by subsequent lenses)

and shear (the effect of the non-trace components of the matrices RA
B andAA

B).

To explore the magnitude of these effects, we performed Monte Carlo simula-

tions where we compute the lensing convergence for each void and add these to

obtain the total lensing convergence (3.35), and then compute ∆m from κ using

the exact nonlinear relation (3.31) for zero shear. The resulting value of σm for

f0 = 0.9, zs = 1, R = 35 Mpc, N = 106 is σm = 0.0292, about 7% smaller than the

value σm = 0.0314 obtained by multiplying the 4 × 4 matrices. Thus, there is a

∼ 7% change from lens-lens coupling and shear. For R = 100 Mpc, the change

due to lens-lens coupling and shear is ∼ 10%. We also performed simulations

where we kept just the trace part of the matrix RAB, in order to exclude the ef-

fects of shear, but included lens-lens couplings by computing 4 × 4 matrices for

each void and multiplying all these matrices. In this case the deviations of σm

from the full simulations are ∼ 3% for f0 = 0.9, zs = 1, R = 35 Mpc and ∼ 6% for

R = 100 Mpc. Thus, corrections due to shear are of this order.

These nonlinearities due to lens-lens coupling and shear are significantly

smaller than the nonlinearity shown in Fig. 3.10. Thus other sources of non-

linearity must dominate. For the remainder of this subsection we will neglect

lens-lens coupling and shear, to simplify the discussion.

A second type of nonlinearity present in our computations is the fact that the
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Figure 3.11: The factor h(z, f0) by which nonlinear evolution corrects the
growth function D+(z) of linear perturbation theory, for our
void model. The upper curve is for f0 = 0.9 and the lower
curve is for f0 = 0.5.

void mass fraction f (z) at some redshift z depends nonlinearly on its value f0 =

f (0) today, due to nonlinearity in the void evolution. Therefore, even if we make

the weak-lensing approximation of a linear dependence of the magnification on

the density perturbation f (z), the magnification will still be a nonlinear function

of f0. We can parameterize this nonlinear evolution effect by writing

f (z; f0) = f0D+(z)h(z, f0), (3.72)

where D+(z) is the growth function of linear perturbation theory, normalized

so that D+(0) = 1, and the function h(z, f0) incorporates the nonlinearity. This

function satisfies h(z, f0) → 1 as f0 → 0 and also as z → 0, and can be computed

using the results of Sec. 3.2.1 above. Figure 3.11 plots this function for f0 = 0.5

and f0 = 0.9, and shows that the nonlinearities in the evolution are significant.

This nonlinear evolution effect is the dominant source of nonlinearity in our
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Figure 3.12: The standard deviation σm as a function of the fraction fmid

of the void mass on the shell for voids halfway to the source,
for void radii of R = 35 Mpc and source redshift of zs = 1.
The solid line is a fit of the form σm = α fmid + β f 2

mid. For this
choice of parameterization there is no statistically significant
nonlinearity detectable in the data.

simulations. To illustrate this, we define, for a given source redshift zs, the pa-

rameter

fmid ≡ f (zs/2, f0). (3.73)

In other words, fmid is the fraction of void mass on the shell for voids halfway

to the source, the distance where most of the lensing occurs. We can use fmid in-

stead of f0 as a parameter to describe our voids. With this choice of parameteri-

zation, the nonlinear evolution effect is significantly reduced. This is illustrated

in Fig. 3.12, which shows the same data as in Fig. 3.10, but as a function of fmid

rather than f0. The best fit parameters in the quadratic fit σm = α fmid + β f 2
mid are

now α = 0.032 ± 0.005, β = 0.0016 ± 0.0057, showing that there is no statistically

significant nonlinearity.
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A third type of nonlinearity in our simulations arises from the nonlinear

relation between the lensing convergence κ and the magnitude shift ∆m. This

effect should be present in our data but is quite small. If we neglect lens-lens

coupling, shear, and the nonlinear evolution effect, then we expect logarithmic

terms in the relation between σm and f0, of the form

σ2
m ∼ α f 2

0 + β f 2
0 ln f0 + . . . , (3.74)

where α and β are constants which are independent of f0. This follows from the

analysis of Sec. 3.3.2 above, where the logarithmic divergence in the variance

is cutoff at κ ∼ 1; see Eqs. (3.49) and (3.51). However our data show that the

logarithmic terms in Eq. (3.74) are quite small.

Next, we discuss the effects of allowing a distribution of values of void mass

fraction on the shell f0 in our simulations, rather than having a fixed value. We

performed simulations where we pick a value of f for for each void crossing

according to the following prescription. We choose a random values for 1/a0

from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 8 and a variance of 30, truncated

to lie in the range that corresponds to 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. Figure 3.13 compares the

probability distributions for magnitude shifts with and without variations in f .

Treating f as a random variable increases the standard deviation σm by ∼ 3%.

3.4.3 Dependence on source redshift

Figure 3.14 shows the standard deviation σm of the magnitude shift distribution

as a function of source redshift zs, for three different void sizes. The standard

deviation increases with redshift faster than zs. This increase is due in part to

the increasing number of voids but there are additional factors.
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Figure 3.13: A comparison of the probability distributions of magnitude
shifts ∆m in two different cases: fraction of mass on the shell
today fixed at f0 = 0.9 (circles), and f0 drawn from a distribu-
tion as described in the text (stars). In both cases void radius
is R = 35 and source redshift is zs = 1.0. The spread in the shell
surface densities gives rise to a wider distribution of magni-
tude shifts, by about ∼ 3%.

To understand the redshift dependence analytically we use the expression

for the dispersion in lensing convergence from weak lensing theory, given by

Eq. (3.82) in Appendix 3.7. The matter power spectrum ∆(k, z)2 for our void

model is proportional to f (z)2, so we obtain that

〈
κ2

〉
∝

∫ xs

0
dxw(x, xs)2 f (z)2, (3.75)

where w(x, xs) = (1+z)H0x(xs− x)/xs and f (z) is defined by Eq. (3.12). In the range

of redshifts 0.5 ≤ zs ≤ 1.5 this redshift dependence is approximately a power

law, proportional to z1.35
s , to within ∼ 5% percent7. This redshift dependence

agrees with the results of our simulations shown in Fig. 3.14 to within ∼ 10%.

7The asymptotic behavior at large zs is that the expression (3.75) increases linearly in zs.
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Figure 3.14: The standard deviation σm as a function of source redshift zs,
computed using N = 106 runs, for voids of radii R = 35 Mpc
(red, crossed circles), 70 Mpc (green, squares), and 105 Mpc
(blue, circles). The lines are fits proportional to the analytic
estimate (3.75).

3.4.4 Numerical fit to parameter dependence

We complete this part of the analysis by giving a three parameter fit for the

standard deviation σm as a function of void radius R, fraction of void mass on

the shell today f0, and source redshift zs. The result is

σm ≈ (0.027 ± 0.0007)
(

R
35 Mpc

)α (
f0

0.9

)β ( zs

1.0

)γ
, (3.76)

where the parameters are α = 0.51 ± 0.03, β = 1.07 ± 0.04, γ = 1.34 ± 0.05. This fit

is accurate to ∼ 20% for 35 Mpc ≤ R ≤ 350 Mpc, 0.01 ≤ f0 ≤ 0.9, 0.5 ≤ zs ≤ 2.1.
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3.5 Bias due to sources occurring preferentially in high density

regions

For sources which are randomly distributed in space, it is known that the total

expected apparent luminosity of a source, including all primary and secondary

images, must agree with that of the background FRW model [65]. Hence, in

situations where the probability of caustics can be neglected, the probability

distribution (3.32) of magnifications µ must be unbiased. Biases arise in our com-

putations because of caustic effects, and also because we study the probability

distribution of the magnitude shift ∆m, which is a nonlinear function of µ, cf.

Eq. (3.30).

However, there is an additional fundamental source of bias which arises

from the fact that sources are not randomly distributed in space, and instead

preferentially occur in high density regions, where they are more likely to be

close to a lens. This is the source-lens clustering effect [90]. In this section, we

make an analytical estimate of the bias δm of the distribution of magnitude shifts

that is due to source-lens clustering in our void model.

In our computations so far in this chapter, we have placed the source outside

the voids, in the FRW regions. However, in reality most matter is concentrated

on the edges of voids, and so sources are more likely to be on the void edges. If

we demand that sources always be located on void edges, then the mean of the

distribution is shifted by an amount (see derivation below)

δm =
1

3 ln (10)
(1 + zs) H2

0R2ΩM fs. (3.77)

Here zs is the redshift of the source and fs = f (zs) is the fraction of mass on the

shell for voids at the source redshift. Evaluating this estimate for ΩM = 0.3, zs =
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1.0, R = 35 Mpc, f0 = 0.9 gives δm ∼ 5 × 10−6, and δm ∼ 5 × 10−4 for R = 350 Mpc.

These biases are below the accuracy of upcoming cosmology surveys.

Turn now to the derivation of the formula (3.77). We start from the standard

formula (3.34) for the lensing convergence in weak lensing theory. We consider

just the contribution to κ from the last void. In the integral, over this void, we

approximate the factors x and 1/aex (z) as constants. Writing η = xs − x we obtain

κlast void =
3
2

H2
0 (1 + zs) ΩM

∫
last void

ηδm(x, t)dη. (3.78)

We also neglect the time dependence of δm(x, t) for integrating over the last void.

We now consider two different models for randomizing the relative displace-

ment between the center of the last void and the source. We denote by b the

transverse displacement of the void center from the line of sight, as before, and

denote by ηv the distance from the void center to the plane through the source

perpendicular to the line of sight.

In our first model, we assume b and ηv are randomly distributed, propor-

tional to bdηvdb, with 0 ≤ ηv ≤ R and 0 ≤ b ≤ R. Computing the integral (3.78)

for our void model (3.6) gives

κlast void =
3
2

H2
0ΩM (1 + zs) (3.79)

×


−2 fsηvα +

2 f R2ηv
3α

−1
2 f (ηv + α)2 +

f R2

3α (ηv + α)

ηv > α

ηv < α

where α =
√

R2 − b2. Now averaging over b and ηv gives the expected value of

〈κlast void〉 = (1 + zs) H2
0R2ΩM fs/15.

In the second model, we assume that b and ηv are correlated so that the

source is always on the surface of the void. The average of κlast void (b, ηv) in this
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model is

〈κlast void〉 =

∫ π/2

0
sin θ κ (R sin θ, R cos θ) dθ, (3.80)

which using the formula (3.79) gives zero. Subtracting the means of the two

models gives an estimate of the bias, and multiplying the result by 5/ ln 10 to

convert from δκ to δm gives the formula (3.77).

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a simple model to study the effects of voids on

distance modulus shifts due to gravitational lensing. A number of future sur-

veys will gather data on luminosity distances to various different astronomical

sources, to use them to constrain properties of the source of cosmic acceleration.

The accuracy of the resulting constraints will be degraded somewhat by lensing

due to nonlinear large scale structures. We studied this effect by considering

a ΛCDM Swiss cheese cosmology with mass compensating, randomly located

voids with uniform interiors surrounded by thin shells.

We used an algorithm to compute the probability distributions of distance

modulus shifts similar to that of Holz & Wald [65]. The rms magnitude shift

due to gravitational lensing of voids is fairly small; the dispersion σm due to 35

Mpc voids for sources at zs = 1 is σm = 0.031, which is ∼ 2− 3 times smaller than

that due to galaxy clusters (see Appendix 3.7 below). Also the mean magnitude

shift due to voids is of order δm ∼ 0.003 ± 0.001. We also studied the bias that

arises from the source-lens clustering effect, and estimated that the contribution

from voids to this bias is quite small, of order δm ∼ 5× 10−6. Refining our model

by giving each void shell a finite thickness of ∼ 1 Mpc reduces the dispersion
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σm by a factor ∼ 2.

We used our model to estimate the sizes of various nonlinear effects that

go beyond linear, weak-lensing theory. We estimate that for R = 35 Mpc the

dispersion σm is altered by ∼ 4% by lens-lens coupling, by ∼ 3% by shear. For

100 Mpc voids these numbers become 3% and 6% respectively.

Our simple and easily tunable model for void lensing can be used as a start-

ing point to study more complicated effects. For example, one can use various

algorithms to generate realizations of distributions of non-overlapping spheres

in three dimensional space. Given such a realization one could use the algo-

rithm of this chapter to study correlations between magnifications along rays

with small angular separations, which would be relevant to future pencil beam

surveys [107]. Finally, our model is complementary to other simplified lensing

models in the literature that focus on lensing due to halos but neglect larger

scale structures, for example the model of Refs. [81, 82].

3.7 Appendix A: Comparison with weak lensing theory

In this appendix we show that our results agree moderately well with the pre-

dictions of weak lensing theory, by computing an approximate matter power

spectrum for our void model. We also obtain an independent estimate of

the lensing due to voids by using the power spectrum of the Millennium

simulation[78].

It is somewhat complicated to compute an exact power spectrum for our dis-

tribution of voids. As a simple model, we choose a two-void probability distri-
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bution function for which the locations of the two voids are independently and

uniformly distributed inside some large finite volume, except that the probabil-

ity is set to zero when the distance between the void centers is less than 2R. For

this model, using the void density profile (3.6), we find for the power spectrum8

∆(k, z)2 =
2α
3π

f (z)2k3R3 j2(kR)2
[
1 − 12α

j1(2kR)
kR

]
. (3.81)

Here α is the void packing fraction, which is π/6 in our model, k is wavenumber,

j1 and j2 are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind, and f (z) is the fraction

of the void mass in the shell, which can be computed as a function of redshift

using the results of Sec. 3.2.1. We note that this power spectrum is not an exact

representation of our void model, because in our procedure we first choose a di-

rection to the source and then generate a density perturbation field that depends

on this direction. Thus, our procedure does not correspond exactly to choosing a

direction randomly in a pre-existing homogeneous, isotropic random process9,

i.e. 〈δρ(x)δρ(y)〉 is not just a function of |x−y|. Homogeneity is necessary in order

to represent the two point function in terms of a power spectrum.

The power spectrum (3.81) is shown in Fig. 3.15, both with and without the

correction factor in square brackets that arises from the correlation between void

locations. For comparison, we also show in Fig. 3.15 an estimate of the nonlin-

ear power spectrum10 obtained from the Millennium simulation [78]. The figure

8This model is not completely consistent, since the power spectrum can become negative
for large packing fractions. The inconsistency is presumably a signal that our assumed 2-void
probability distribution cannot be obtained starting from any symmetric non-overlapping n-
void probability distribution. We ignore this inconsistency here since the correlation effects
that give rise to the correction factor in square brackets in Eq. (3.81) give only a small (< 1%)
correction to

〈
κ2

〉
in any case.

9If the model were exactly homogeneous there would be a nonzero probability for the ob-
server to be located inside a void.

10We use the following fit to the Millennium power spectrum, obtained from Fig. 9 of Ref.
[78]: ∆(k, z)2 = α(k)(1 + z)β(k), where the functions α and β are chosen so that ∆(k)2 = 1.40889 +

1.67105x − 0.11816x2 − 0.0356049x3 − 0.0367596x4 at z = 0 and ∆(k)2 = 0.87558 + 1.56132x −
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Figure 3.15: The estimate (3.81) of the matter power spectrum ∆(k, z)2 for
our void distribution, as a function of comoving wavenumber
k, evaluated today at z = 0. The lower curve includes the cor-
relation correction factor in square brackets in Eq. (3.81), and
the middle curve omits it. The upper curve is an approximate
version of the nonlinear matter power spectrum at z = 0 ob-
tained from the Millennium ΛCDM N-body simulation [78],
shown for comparison. The parameter values chosen were
H0 = 73km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, f0 = f (0) = 0.9, R = 35 Mpc.

shows that our assumed void model is in rough agreement with the simula-

tion: the two power spectra agree to within a factor ∼ 2 − 3 at large scales, for

3 Mpck−130 Mpc, but disagree at small scales k−1 � 1Mpc, where the Millennium

spectrum contains more power. This is as expected because our model does not

attempt to model structure on these small scales.

We now turn to computing the effects of lensing using these power spectra.

From the formula (3.34) for lensing convergence κ in weak lensing theory, it

0.117482x2 − 0.0299214x3 − 0.0383988x4 at z = 0.98, where x = log10(k Mpc/h). This fit is accurate
to ∼ 30%.
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follows that for subhorizon modes the variance in κ is [108, 77]

〈
κ2

〉
=

∫
d ln k

[
9π
4

H2
0Ω2

M

∫ xs

0
dx w(x, xs)2 ∆(k, z)2

k

]
, (3.82)

where x is comoving coordinate, xs is the position of the source and w =

(1 + z) H0x (xs − x) /xs is the lensing efficiency factor. The corresponding stan-

dard deviation in magnitude shift ∆m is σm = 5
√〈
κ2〉/ ln 10, from Eq. (3.40). We

compute the integrand of the ln k integral by numerically integrating over red-

shift, for a source redshift of zs = 1. The result is shown in Fig. 3.16.

Consider first the result for our void distribution. Fig. 3.16 shows that the

envelope of d
〈
κ2

〉
/d ln k asymptotes to a constant at large k, indicating a loga-

rithmic divergence in the variance
〈
κ2

〉
. As discussed in the body of the chapter,

this divergence is an artifact of our use of distributional density profile for each

void, with a δ-function on the void’s surface. The divergence can be regulated

by endowing each shell with some small finite thickness ∆r, which is approxi-

mately equivalent to truncating the integral over k in Eq. (3.82) at k ∼ 1/∆r. Inte-

grating Eq. (3.82) between 10−2Mpc−1 and 102Mpc−1 gives the result σm = 0.011,

which is substantially smaller than the result σm = 0.031 obtained from our non-

linear method in Sec. 3.4 above. The agreement is improved if we integrate up

to 105Mpc−1, corresponding the effective cutoff lengthscale in our simulations

estimated in Sec. 3.3 (even though this shell thickness lengthscale is unrealistic).

In this case σm = 0.016, a factor of ∼ 2 smaller than our simulations. The factor

∼ 2 disagreement is not too surprising, since as mentioned above the derivation

of Eq. (3.82) requires the assumption that the density perturbation is a homoge-

neous isotropic random process, which is violated to some extent by our void

model.

It is also of interest to compute the standard deviation σm for the Millennium
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Figure 3.16: The variance of the lensing convergence per unit logarithmic
wavenumber, d

〈
κ2

〉
/d ln k, for a source at redshift zs = 1, com-

puted from the spectra shown in Fig. 3.15. The upper curve
is the Millennium simulation, the lower curve is our void
model.

simulation spectrum. Figure 3.16 shows that the variance of the lensing conver-

gence per unit logarithmic wavenumber d
〈
κ2

〉
/d ln k peaks at k ∼ 100 kpc (in

agreement with Sec. 10.5 of Ref. [68]). This indicates that lensing is dominated

by galactic scale structures, as claimed by Holz & Wald [65]. The total standard

deviation11 from all scales 10−2Mpc ≤ k−1 ≤ 103Mpc is σm = 0.044. The standard

deviation from integrating only over the scales of voids 3Mpc ≤ k−1 ≤ 103Mpc

is σm = 0.010, a factor ∼ 4 smaller; this standard deviation agrees well with our

estimate (3.2) for the thick-wall void model.
11This total standard deviation due to lensing computed using weak lensing theory and the

Millennium simulation agrees well with that computed using other methods. For example, the
corresponding standard deviation for zs = 1.5 is σm = 0.066, which agrees within ∼ 20% with
the standard deviation of the distribution shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [67].
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3.8 Appendix B: Derivation of procedure for computing mag-

nification distribution

In this appendix we describe in more detail the derivation of our prescription

for computing magnifications along a ray given by Eqs. (3.14) – (3.18).

Consider an observer O and a source S. The angular diameter distance

DA(O,S) is defined by

D2
A = δA/δΩ (3.83)

where δA is the proper area of the source, orthogonal to the direction to the

observer, and δΩ is the observed solid angle at the observer subtended by the

source. Under a conformal transformation of the metric, δΩ is invariant while

δA transforms by a factor of the conformal factor evaluated at the source. It

follows that if we define D̄A to be the angular diameter distance computed in the

conformally transformed spacetime (3.15), then we have DA = a(S)D̄A, where a

is the scale factor. We now define the magnification relative to FRW to be12

µ =
D2

A,0

D2
A

, (3.84)

where DA,0 is the angular diameter distance computed in the unperturbed FRW

model. Expressing the two angular diameter distances in Eq. (3.84) in terms

of the conformally transformed versions, the factors of a(S) cancel13, and we

obtain that

µ = D̄2
A,0/D̄

2
A = x2

s/D̄
2
A, (3.85)

where xs is the comoving coordinate of the source.
12This definition could equivalently be expressed in terms of luminosity distances DL, since

DL = (1 + z)2DA for any spacetime.
13We neglect the contribution to µ caused by the perturbation in the observed redshift of the

source, which enters when we express the magnification in terms of the observed redshift. This
effect gives a subdominant contribution to µ for subhorizon modes [109, 110].
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To compute the angular diameter distance D̄A(O,S) in the conformally trans-

formed spacetime (3.15), we use the same method that Holz & Wald [65] used

in the physical spacetime, whose derivation we now outline in the context of an

arbitrary spacetime. Let ~k = d/dx be the past-directed tangent vector to the null

geodesic joining O and S, where x is affine parameter with x = 0 at O. We choose

vectors ~l, ~e1, ~e2 at O so that ~eα̂ = (~k,~l, ~eA), A = 1, 2 form an orthonormal basis, i.e.,

satisfy ~k2 = ~l2 = ~k · ~eA = ~l · ~eA = 0, ~k · ~l = −1, ~eA · ~eB = δAB. This orthonormal basis

is extended along the geodesic by parallel transport.

Now let ~η(x) be an infinitesimal connecting vector that joins the geodesic to

some nearby geodesic. The components of ~η on the orthonormal basis satisfy the

geodesic deviation equation d2ηα̂/dx2 = −Rα̂β̂γ̂δ̂kβ̂kδ̂ηγ̂. More explicitly, expanding

~η = µ~k + ν~l + ηA~eA, the geodesic deviation equation becomes

ν̈ = 0, (3.86)

µ̈ = νR − ηCR
C, (3.87)

η̈A = νRA − ηCR
AC. (3.88)

Here dots denote derivatives with respect to x, R = Rabcdkalbkcld, RA =

−Rabcdkalbkced
A, and RAB = Rabcdkaeb

Akced
B.

We are interested in a set B of rays all of which pass through O and which

define an element of solid angle δΩ at O. The corresponding deviation vectors

~η(0) must vanish at O, and the initial derivatives d~η/dx(0) are orthogonal both

to ~k and to the four velocity of the observer, ~uO. If we specialize the choice of

orthonormal basis so that ~uO ·~eA = 0, then it follows that ν = ν̇ = 0 at O, and from

Eq. (3.86) we obtain that ν(x) = 0 everywhere. By the linearity of the geodesic

deviation equation it now follows that

ηA(x) = AA
B(x)η̇B(0) (3.89)
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for some 2 × 2 matrix AA
B. This matrix satisfies the differential equation (3.16)

and initial conditions (3.17) given in Sec. 3.2.3 above, from Eq. (3.88) with ν = 0.

We define the quantity

∆(O,S) =
x2

s

detA(xs)
, (3.90)

which is the so-called van Vleck determinant [111]. One can show that this is

invariant under rescaling of affine parameter, under changes of the orthonormal

basis that preserve ~k, and under interchange of O and S.

We now define a set of angular coordinates θ = θA that parameterize the

solid angle measured by the observer, by θA = θA
0 + η̇A(0)/(~k · ~uO), where θ0 is the

direction to the source. The element of solid angle is then

δΩ =

∫
B

d2θ =
1

(~k · ~uO)2

∫
B

d2η̇A(0)

=
1

(~k · ~uO)2 |detA(xs)|

∫
B

d2ηA(xs), (3.91)

where we have rewritten the integral using the Jacobian of the transformation

(3.89).

Now consider the element of area δA measured at the source S. This is de-

fined to be the area in the rest frame of the source, orthogonal to the direction

to the observer. We choose an orthonormal basis ~k,~l′, ~e′A at S so that the four

velocity is (~k +~l′)/2, and decompose the connecting vector as ~η = µ′~k +ν′~l′+η′A~e′A.

Then the area is just δA =
∫
B

d2η′A. Now the two orthonormal bases (~k,~l, ~eA) and

(~k,~l′, ~e′A) at S are related by some fixed Lorentz transformation, so we obtain

ν = ν′,

µ = µ′ +
1
2
ν′D2 + HABη

′ADB,

ηB = H B
A η
′A + ν′DB, (3.92)
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for some S O(2) matrix HAB and vector DA. Since ν = 0 everywhere it follows that

ηA and η′A are related by an S O(2) transformation, which preserves area, and so

δA =
∫
B

d2ηA(xs). Combining this with Eqs. (3.83), (3.90) and (3.91) now gives for

the angular diameter distance

DA(O,S)2 =
x2

s(~k · ~uO)2

|∆(O,S)|
. (3.93)

This is independent of the normalization of the affine parameter and of the four-

velocity of the source, but does depend on the four-velocity of the observer.

We now apply the formula (3.93) to a stationary observer in the perturbed

Minkowski spacetime (3.15), to obtain the angular diameter distance D̄A of Eq.

(3.85) above. Specializing the affine parameter x to be the comoving coordinate

gives ~k · ~uO = 1, and then combining Eqs. (3.85), (3.90) and (3.93) gives the mag-

nification formula (3.18).

Finally, we note that in computing the matrixA(xs), we follow Holz & Wald

[65] in neglecting the influence of the metric perturbation on the background

geodesic, and on the parallel transport of the orthonormal basis. The corre-

sponding corrections to the angular diameter distance have been computed in

the weak lensing limit in Refs. [109, 110] and are subdominant for subhorizon

modes.

3.9 Appendix C: Comparison with other studies of lensing due

to voids

Luminosity distance in the context of Swiss Cheese cosmology has been studied

by Clifton & Zuntz [91], Brouzakis, Tetradis & Tzavara [86, 92], Szybka [93] and
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Biswas & Notari [94]. Other studies in perturbed FRW cosmologies have been

done by Holz & Wald [65] and Hui & Greene [112]. In this appendix we sum-

marize the relevant results from this literature and compare with our results.

In Clifton & Zuntz [91], the mean and standard deviation of apparent mag-

nitude shifts are studied for redshifts up to zs ∼ 1 in ΛCDM cosmology. One

difference between their study and ours is that they model voids using a fully

relativistic Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi model with a smooth choice of density pro-

file, whereas we use a simpler Newtonian model where each void consists of

a central uniformly underdense region surrounded by a zero thickness shell.

Fractional corrections to the Newtonian approximation scale as (H0R)2
∼ 0.0001

for 35 Mpc voids, so a fully relativistic void model is not really necessary; our

model is substantially simpler than theirs. A second difference between the two

studies is that they choose a configuration of voids where the void centers lie

along the line of sight. Due to this choice, the lensing contributions from suc-

cessive voids add coherently instead of random walking, which significantly

changes the magnification probability distribution. Specifically, for zs = 1 and

deep voids, Clifton & Zuntz obtain a standard deviation in modulus shift of

σm ∼ 0.01 (their Fig. 16), similar to our value, but they obtain a mean shift of

〈δm〉 ∼ 0.02, a factor ∼ 10 larger than ours. This difference arises from their lack

of randomization of impact parameters.

Other similar studies are those of Brouzakis, Tetradis & Tzavara [92] and

Biswas & Notari [94]. Brouzakis et al. also use a fully relativistic Lemaitre-

Tolman-Bondi void model with a smooth choice of density profile. They find

values of standard deviation σm which agree to within ∼ 30% with our model;

see their Fig. 5 which applies to R = 40 Mpc voids at zs = 1. Brouzakis et al.
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[92] and also Biswas & Notari [94] studied the dependence of the magnification

distribution on void sizes, source redshift, and fractional underdensity in the

void interior, and found results which agree qualitatively with ours. The effects

of randomizing void impact parameters was also studied by Szybka [93], who

found as did we that the dimming effect due to voids is not enough to mimic

the effect of dark energy. The effect of shear is also studied by Szybka, who

found its effects to be very small, in agreement with our results discussed in

Sec. 3.4.2 above. The main advantage of our model compared to these studies is

simplicity: our model allows us to explore and understand the effects of a wide

range of parameter values.

Kainulainen & Marra [81, 82] introduce a different technique to study lens-

ing. While we compute the probability distribution of magnifications by doing

Monte Carlo simulations of ray tracing, Kainulainen & Marra [81] develop a

method that allows them to rapidly compute an approximate form of the en-

tire probability distribution through a combination of numerical and analytical

techniques. However, their application of this method focus on the lensing due

to galaxies and halos, not on the larger-scale structures of sheets and voids, so

our study is not directly comparable to theirs. We note however that it should

be possible to apply their techniques to compute the lensing due to voids.

Finally, a recent paper by Lavallaz & Fairbairn [113] performs a similar study

modeling voids as 30 Mpc Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi spheres with Kostov param-

eterization [114]. They assume that the supernovae number density is pro-

portional to the mass density inside voids and they study the redshift range

0.01 < z < 2.0. They find that if there is essentially no cut off in the lower range

of z, the scatter in the inferred equation of state parameter w is about 10%, while
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imposing a cut off in the lower range of z decreases the scatter.
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CHAPTER 4

LUMINOSITY DISTANCE IN SWISS CHEESE COSMOLOGY WITH

RANDOMIZED VOIDS AND GALAXY HALOS

4.1 Introduction

A number of surveys are being planned to determine luminosity distances to

various different astronomical sources, and to use them to constrain properties

of the dark energy or modification to gravity that drives the cosmic acceleration.

Perturbations to luminosity distances due to gravitational lensing by large scale

and galaxy scale structures are a source of error for these studies, see, e.g., Refs

[115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120].

In this chapter we use the computational method developed in Ref. [115] to

study the effect of density inhomogeneities on luminosity distances in two ide-

alized “Swiss cheese” models [117, 121, 122, 123, 124] of large scale (∼ 30 Mpc)

and galaxy scale structures. Our models seek to capture the property that most

of the matter is concentrated in galaxy halos on the outer edges of voids while

the void interiors are relatively sparse. Our first model is an extension of our

previous work [115] where we idealize the interior of a spherical void as a uni-

form underdense region and the surface of the sphere contains a randomized

distribution of galaxy halos with Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profiles [127].

Our second model retains the randomly distributed galaxy halos on the sur-

face of the voids, and replaces the interior uniform density with randomly dis-

tributed galaxy halos with NFW profiles. In both models we keep fixed the

parameters of the voids and halos. Even though neither of these models repre-

sent realistic matter distributions within a void, they should capture the main
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qualitative features of lensing.

4.1.1 Summary of Computation and Results

In Section 4.2, we give a detailed description of the NFW halo density profile

that we adopt which is motivated by observations. We also describe our two

models of the entire distribution of matter, including both large scale void struc-

tures and smaller scale halo structures.

In Section 4.3, we review the method we use to compute the distribution of

lensing magnifications. We then describe how to compute the lensing conver-

gence for a single halo. We compare our numerical results for the distribution

of magnifications with analytic expressions. We also estimate the number of re-

alizations required to get a reasonable accuracy in the computed distribution of

magnifications (e.g, obtain the mean of the distribution to an accuracy of < 1%

). The accuracy of the numerical results scales as N−1/2 as expected, where N is

the number of realizations.

In Section 4.4, we study our first Swiss cheese model. We start by describing

the model, and study the propagation of light rays through just a single void.

Then, we derive analytic results for the magnification and use these to check

our numerical results. We study the expected number of halo intersections, the

redshift dependence of the magnification distribution, and determine the con-

tribution of shear to our results. We note that the standard deviation is ∼ 3

times larger than that due to voids with no halos, specifically the model of [115]

consisting of voids of radius 35 Mpc with smooth underdense interiors and a

smooth overdensity concentrated on the surface of the sphere with a thickness
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of 1 Mpc. We show that the redshift dependence of the mean and standard de-

viation agrees with analytic results to < 10%. We also note that the standard

deviation changes by less than 3% if shear is neglected (see Section IV C below).

One effect which our models do not include is the clustering of halos, that

is, the correlations between the locations of different halos. While it would be

more realistic to include the effects of clustering, our simplified models should

capture the essence of the effects of large scale inhomogeneities.

In Section 4.5, we study the second Swiss cheese model. Again, we first de-

scribe the model and study just a single void. We derive analytic results for the

lensing convergences and use these to check our numerical results. There is a

higher probability of demagnification; this shift is expected because the density

contrast inside the void is now sharper because it is empty (with a smattering of

a small number of halos) whereas the first model has a smooth interior matter

distribution. The redshift dependence of the mean and standard deviation of

the second model are similar to those of the first model. In the two models we

consider, the standard deviations of this distribution are 0.065 and 0.072 mag-

nitudes and the means are -0.0010 and -0.0013 magnitudes, for voids of radius

35 Mpc, sources at redshift 1.5, with the voids chosen so that 90% of the mass

is on the shell today. We compare the distributions for configurations with and

without voids for a source at zs = 1.5. We find that the voids do not significantly

change the variance but do significantly change the demagnification tail and the

mode.

We find that since the distribution is skewed, the mode is positive, while

the variance is determined primarily by rays that intersect halos. The scale of

the voids does not significantly influence our results. The main parameters that
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determine the mode and variance of the distribution is the mean column depth

and concentration of halos and the fraction of the mass density that is in the

form of halos (as opposed to smoothly distributed). The distribution of halos in

space (i.e., in the interior versus the surface) is unimportant. Hence, our models

bracket the range of possibilities of magnifications. Our analysis is generally

consistent with other analytic and computational results [128, 129, 130, 131, 132,

133, 134, 135, 136]. We also compare our results to those of Kainulainen & Marra

[125, 126] who use a similar but slightly different simplified model of large scale

structure.

4.2 Model of Lensing Due to Galaxy halos and Voids

4.2.1 Galaxy halo profile

We model the galaxy halos with an NFW profile [127], with a density distribu-

tion

ρhalo (r) =


0 r > CRs

ρ0R3
s

r(r+Rs)2 r 6 CRs

. (4.1)

Here r is the proper spherical radial coordinate, Rs is the physical radius which

defines the core of the halo where most of the mass is concentrated, C the ratio of

the radius of the halo to the core radius Rs, and the parameter ρ0 is determined

by the total mass of the halo. The corresponding total halo mass is

Mhalo = 4πρ0R3
s

(
log (1 + C) −

C
1 + C

)
. (4.2)
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Quantity Value
Mhalo 1.25 × 1012M�

Rs 0.03 Mpc
C 10

Table 4.1: Parameters of halo with NFW profile

For all our simulations we use Mhalo = 1.25 × 1012M�, Rs = 30 kpc and C = 10

[?, ?, ?]. These values determine the halo density parameter ρ0. This completely

defines our NFW halo model and we list our parameters in Table I. In this chap-

ter we keep the halo parameters fixed, but it would be straightforward to ex-

plore other values.

4.2.2 Our void models

In Swiss cheese models, the Universe contains a network of spherical, non-

overlapping, mass-compensated voids. The voids are chosen to be mass com-

pensated so that the potential perturbation vanishes outside each void. Mass

flows outward from the evacuated interior and is then trapped on the shell

wall. In our previous work, [115], we considered a uniformly underdense in-

terior with a δ-function shell on the surface. This model is determined by a

fixed comoving radius R and by the fraction, f , of the total void mass on the

shell today. These parameters determine the evolution with time of the interior

mass density and the surface mass density.

In this chapter we generalize the models of [115] to include the halo substruc-

ture of the voids. We consider two different idealized models. In the first, each

void consists of a central, uniformly underdense region surrounded by a shell
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consisting of randomly distributed halos, and in the second, halos are placed

randomly both in the interior and on the surface. The zero thickness shell is

thus replaced by halos randomly distributed on the surface of the sphere, with

the number of halos chosen to match the mass of the shell. The number of halos

thus evolves with time. We call our first model the Swiss Raisin Nougat (SRN)

model, with “raisins” denoting halos and “nougat” the smooth void interior.

We call the second model the Swiss Raisin Raisin (SRR) model.

For a given void, we denote by r the physical displacement from the center

of the void at r = 0, and we denote by s = raex (z) the comoving displacement,

where aex (z) is the scale factor of the background ΛCDM Friedman-Robertson-

Walker (FRW) cosmology. The quantity that determines the lensing magnifica-

tion is the density perturbation

∆ρ (r, z) = ρ (r, z) − ρFRW (z) , (4.3)

where ρFRW (z) = 3H2
0ΩM/

(
8πGa3

ex (z)
)

is the background FRW density and z is

redshift. For the SRN model the density perturbation is

∆ρSRN (r) = − f (z) ρFRW (z) Θ (aexYvoid − r)

+

Nshell(z)∑
i=1

ρhalo (|r − aexYvoidn̂i|) , (4.4)

where the first term is the smoothly distributed interior underdensity and the

second term is due to halos on the surface. Here f (z) is the fraction of the mass

of the sphere on the surface [115], Yvoid is the (constant) comoving void radius,

Θ is the step function, Nshell is the number of halos on the surface, and n̂i is a

randomly chosen unit vector giving the location of the i-th halo on the surface

of the sphere. The number of surface halos is

Nshell (z) = f (z)
Mvoid

Mhalo
, (4.5)
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where

Mvoid =
4
3
πY3

voida3
exρFRW (4.6)

is the conserved total void mass.

For the SRR model, the density perturbation is

∆ρSRR (r) = −ρFRW (z) Θ (aexYvoid − r)

+

Nshell(z)∑
i=1

ρhalo (|r − aexYvoidn̂i|)

+

Ncore(z)∑
i=1

ρhalo (|r − aexYvoidmi|) , (4.7)

where the last term represents the halos in the interior. Here Ncore (z) =

(1 − f (z)) Mvoid/Mhalo is the number of interior halos and the vectors m j are ran-

domly chosen in the interior of the unit sphere.

Now consider a light ray that intersects the void. A key role in our compu-

tations will be played by the impact parameters of the ray with respect to the

center of the void, and with respect to the centers of the halos. These impact

parameters will be two dimensional vectors in the plane perpendicular to the

unperturbed ray. Specifically, we introduce a basis of three orthonormal spatial

vectors e1, e2 and e3 with e3 along the direction of the ray. We denote by

p =
∑

A=1, 2

pAeA (4.8)

the comoving impact parameter of the ray with respect to the center of the void.

We denote by

bi =
∑

A

bA
i eA =

∑
A

aex

[
pA − Yvoidn̂A

i

]
eA (4.9)

the physical impact parameter of the ray with respect to the center of the i-th

halo on the surface, where we have decomposed the unit vectors n̂i as n̂i =
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∑
A n̂A

i eA + n̂3
i e3. Similar formulae are obtained for the impact parameters of the

interior halos.

Even though the SRN and SRR models are highly idealized, they are more

realistic than the void models in our previous work [115]. A key feature of

our idealized models is that they can be evolved in time continuously and very

simply. Within the context of this highly idealized class of models, we study the

distribution of magnitude shifts relative to what would be found in a smooth

cold dark matter (CDM) model of the Universe with a cosmological constant, L,

for different source redshifts.

It is important to note that our models are not spherically symmetric, as we

break up the shell to form halos. We assume that nevertheless the large scale

evolution of a void is the same as it would be in spherical symmetry. We also

neglect gravitational clustering of halos on void surfaces. Our main aim is to

investigate the role of small scale clumps in producing magnitude shifts.

To compute the effects of rays passing through our cosmology, we follow

the steps described in Section 4.2.3 of [115], with the added halo contributions.

Specifically, we compute a 4 × 4 matrix for each void, multiply all the matrices

together, and compute the total magnification from the final 4 × 4 matrix. The

explicit expressions for the 4 × 4 matrices in term of line integrals of derivatives

of the gravitational potential are given in Eqs. (2.18) - (2.20) of [115]. We drop all

of the integrals over the projected Riemann tensor in Eqs. (2.19) of [115] except

the one in the formula for LA
C. We then repeat the computation N >> 1 times to

build up the distribution of magnifications.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between numerical (points with ranges) and an-
alytic results (starred points) for the distribution of integrated
column depths.

4.3 Results for a Single Halo

We now discuss the distribution of magnifications due to a single halo. The halo

has two distinct regions, the core x < Rs and the external region Rs < x < CRs.

Here x is the physical distance. To compute the magnification, we first compute

the lensing convergence, κ, analytically. For a general density contrast δ (s) =

∆ρ (s) /ρFRW this is given by

κ =
3
2

H2
0

c2 ΩM

∫ yS

0
dy

y (yS − y)
yS aex (z)

δ (y, z) , (4.10)

where y is comoving distance along the ray, yS is the comoving distance to the

source, aex (z) = (1 + z)−1, H0 is the Hubble constant, c is the velocity of light, ΩM

is the matter fraction and z = z (y) is redshift. Combining the halo profile (4.1)

and the second term in Eq. (4.4) with Eq. (4.10) gives for the lensing convergence
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due to the halo

κ (b) =
8πGaex (z)

c2 (ρ0Rs)
y (yS − y)

yS

[κcoreΘ (Rs − b) + κoutΘ (b − Rs) Θ (CRs − b)] . (4.11)

Here b = |b| is the physical impact parameter

κcore =

− √
C2 − α

(1 − α) (1 + C)
+

2
(1 − α)3/2tanh−1


√

1 −
√
α√

1 +
√
α

 − tanh−1

 √
1 − α

C +
√

C2 − α + 1



 (4.12)

and

κout =

 √
C2 − α

(α − 1) (1 + C)
−

2
(α − 1)3/2

tan−1


√
√
α − 1√
√
α + 1

 − tan−1

 √
α − 1

C +
√

C2 − α + 1



 . (4.13)

Here Θ is the step function and α = b2/R2
s . Note that α < 1 for b < Rs, α > 1 for

Rs < b < CRs and κ = 0 for b > CRs.

Finally, the mean of the lensing convergence for a single halo is obtained by

averaging over the impact parameter

κ̂ =
2

(CRs)2

∫ CRs

0
κ (b) bdb (4.14)

κ̂ =
8πGaex (z)

c2 (ρ0Rs)
y (yS − y)

yS

Mhalo

(CRs)2 . (4.15)

We define η =
∫
ρ (z) dz to be the integrated column density which is pro-

portional to the convergence κ. Figure 4.1 is a comparison of log10 (P (η)), the

logarithm of the probability distribution of η, computed analytically (starred
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Figure 4.2: The difference between numerically (κ) and analytically com-
puted mean convergences (κ̂) as a function of number of runs
N, for one void, comoving void radius R = 35 Mpc, and fraction
of void mass on the shell today 0.9. Our numerical simulations
agree with the analytic result to < 1% for N = 104.

points, Eq. (4.45) from Appendix A) and the results from our code (points asso-

ciated with the η bins). Within each η bin, the mean of the bins agree well with

analytic results. The width of the bins represents the sampling accuracy within

those bins, the centers of halos are sampled less than the rest of the halos.

To further assess the accuracy of our numerical results, we compute the

mean of the distribution for a single halo for different numbers of runs (N), and

compare this with the analytic expression (4.15). We find that the results from

our numerics agree with the theoretical prediction with an accuracy ∼ N−1/2 as

expected. In Figure 4.2, we plot the estimator of the mean as a function of N. We

see that the accuracy is ¡1% for N = 104. For the rest of the simulations in this

chapter, we will use N = 104.
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Quantity Value
ΩM 0.3
ΩΛ 0.7
H0 70 kms−1Mpc−1

Yvoid 35 Mpc
Halo profile NFW

Present fraction of void mass on shell 0.9
Fraction of shell mass in halos 1.0

Fraction of interior mass in halos 0.0

Table 4.2: Parameters of SRN model

4.4 Results for the Swiss Raisin Nougat Model

The Swiss Raisin Nougat (SRN) model is an idealized Swiss Cheese model con-

taining spherical voids with comoving radius Yvoid = 35 Mpc. As explained ear-

lier, the matter in the interior moves towards the outer edges of the void with

the evolution of the Universe. For a particular void at some redshift, we break

up the mass on the shell of the void into halos with NFW profiles and randomly

distribute them on the shell. The mass in the interior is smeared smoothly inside

the sphere with a uniform mass density. The parameters of this model are listed

in Table II.

A key change from our void models in [115] is that there is no longer a zero

thickness shell. One of the issues encountered in that model was the logarithmic

divergence in the variance of the lensing convergence distribution due to the

zero thickness assumption. Here, however, we break up the void surface into

halos and the effective thickness of the shell is set by the size of these halos

which acts as a natural cutoff. Hence, the divergence is avoided which makes

for a more realistic and robust model.
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4.4.1 Probability of intersecting a halo

The expected number of times a light ray hits a halo is given by the ratio of the

total projected area of all the halos in a void to the projected area of the void.

The expected number of intersections at comoving impact parameter p = |p|

(comoving distance from the center of the void) through the shell at redshift z is

Nint (p, z) =
f (z) Mvoid (z)

4πY2
voida3

ex (z) Mhalo
πR2

haloa3
ex (z)×

∫ √Y2
void−p2

0
dsδ

( √
s2 + p2 − Yvoid

)
(4.16)

=
f (z) Mvoid (z) R2

halo

2Yvoid

√
Y2

void − p2a2
ex (z) Mhalo

. (4.17)

Here s is the comoving distance from the center of a void and Rhalo = CRs is the

physical radius of the halo. Averaging over the impact parameter, p, gives

Nint (z) =
f (z) Mvoid (z) R2

halo

Y2
voida2

ex (z) Mhalo
. (4.18)

Note that the void radius Yvoid is comoving while the halo radius Rhalo is physical.

Both these parameters are fixed and do not evolve with time. For example, for

a void placed at redshift 0, Nshell (0) ' 0.4.

4.4.2 One void

In this section we will focus on a single void at redshift 0.45 and a source at

redshift 1. We calculate the expected number of halo intersections for a light

ray from Eq. (4.18). For a 35 Mpc void, using the halo parameters from Section

4.2, we get Nshell (0.45) ' 0.8. For N = 104 runs, we keep track of the number of
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Figure 4.3: The probability distribution of magnitude shifts ∆m for a simu-
lation in the SRN model with ΩM = 0.3, with one void of radius
35 Mpc at z = 0.45 and sources placed at zs = 1, and fraction
of void mass on the shell today f = 0.9. Top: The probabil-
ity distribution of magnitude shifts ∆m for a single void for ∆m
positive. Bottom: The probability distribution for magnitude
shifts ∆m for a single void for ∆m negative. The total probabil-
ity for ∆m < 0 is ' 0.8.
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times that light rays hit halos and we obtain 8064 instances, which agrees well

with our prediction. We use the density perturbation (4.4) for the SRN model

and compute the lensing convergence κ by summing the result (4.11) over all

intersected halos.

For the rest of the chapter, we will concentrate on the distribution of the

magnitude shift ∆m, which is a function of lensing convergence κ

∆m =
2.5

ln 10
ln

∣∣∣(1 − κ)2
− γ2

∣∣∣ . (4.19)

Here γ is the shear, which we will discuss in the next section. Figure 4.3 shows

the probability distribution P (∆m) of magnitude shifts ∆m we obtain for a single

void placed at z = 0.45 (without shear).

A notable feature of this distribution is that it is bimodal, with peaks at both

positive and negative ∆m (We plot separately the distribution for positive ∆m

and for negative ∆m, since the relevant scales for these two regions of the proba-

bility distribution are very different). The peak at positive ∆m is predominantly

due to rays that do not intersect any halos, and are demagnified by their pas-

sage through the underdense void interior. The peak at negative ∆m is pre-

dominantly due to rays which intersect one or more halos and are consequently

magnified.

We can also compute the mean of each of these distributions and compare

them with analytical expressions. The means for ∆m > 0, 〈∆m〉+ and for ∆m < 0,

〈∆m〉− are defined to be

〈∆m〉+ =

∫ ∞

0
∆mP (∆m) d (∆m) , (4.20)

〈∆m〉− =

∫ 0

−∞

∆mP (∆m) d (∆m) . (4.21)
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We decompose the full distribution of magnification as a sum

P (∆m) =

∞∑
n=0

PnPn (∆m) , (4.22)

where Pn is the probability of n halo intersections and Pn (∆m) d (∆m) is the prob-

ability of having a magnitude shift between ∆m and ∆m+d (∆m) given that there

are n intersections.

The analytic expression for the magnitude shift for zero halo intersections is

[115]

∆m = 2.5 log10

∣∣∣(1 − κinterior)2
∣∣∣ , (4.23)

where

κinterior (p) = −3
H2

0

c2 ΩM f (z)
y (yS − y)
ySaex (z)

√
Y2

void − p2. (4.24)

Here f (z) is the fraction of the mass of the void on the shell, y is the comoving

distance to the void, yS is comoving distance to the source, aex (z) is the scale

factor and p is the comoving impact parameter. Note that for this one void case,

essentially all the negative ∆m contributions are due to intersections with one

halo and the positive ∆m contributions are due to the void interior (i.e., no halo

intersections). In this approximation, Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) reduce to

〈∆m〉+ ' P0

∫ ∞

−∞

∆mP0 (∆m) d (∆m) (4.25)

and

〈∆m〉− ' P1

∫ ∞

−∞

∆mP1 (∆m) d (∆m) . (4.26)

We can compute P0 and P1 from Eq. (4.18) assuming P0 + P1 = 1 for the

one void case, obtaining P1 = 0.8 and P0 = 0.2 which matches with our simu-

lations. The numerically computed means (4.5) and (4.6) of the magnified and

demagnified distributions agrees with their corresponding halo and void inte-

rior theoretical values [computed from Eqs. (4.12) - (4.13), (4.19) & (4.24)] to
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∼ 0.5%. We also numerically compute the mean lensing convergence obtaining

−5 × 10−4 magnitudes with standard deviation 2 × 10−3 magnitudes. Thus the

mean is consistent with zero as we would expect from a general theorem.

4.4.3 Shear

So far in our analysis we have not included shear. We can include it as follows.

The matrix LA
C for the j-th void defined in Eq. (2.15c) of [115] is

LAB = −2
∫

dy
[
∇A∇BδΦ +

1
2

(δΦ),yy δAB

]
. (4.27)

where δΦ is the potential perturbation, y is comoving distance, the derivatives

are with respect to comoving coordinates, and the integral is taken over just the

j-th void. We decompose LAC into a trace part and a trace free part to obtain

LAB =
1
w j

[
κ jδAB + γ jAB

]
, (4.28)

where w j = y j

(
yS − y j

)
/yS , y j is the comoving distance to the j-th void, κ j is the

lensing convergence we computed previously [Eqs. (4.11) - (4.13) and (4.24)],

and the matrix γ j is traceless. We compute the potential perturbation from the

density perturbations (4.3) and (4.4), and insert into Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28) to

obtain the shear term γ jAB which will be of the form γ jεAB on a suitable choice of

basis. For a single NFW halo the potential perturbation is

δΦ (r) = −4πGρ0R2
s

[
Rs

r
ln

(
1 +

r
Rs

)
−

1
1 + C

]
. (4.29)

The shear due to the void interior and the halos on the shell is

γA
B = (γvoid)A

B +

Nshell∑
i=1

(
γi

halo

)A

B
, (4.30)
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where

(γvoid)A
B = 3

H2
0

c2 ΩM f (z)
y (yS − y)
ySaex (z)

Yvoid

β

(
δA

B − 2p̂A p̂B

)
(
2
3
− Θ (Yvoid − p)

[
2
3

(1 − β)3/2 + β (1 − β)1/2
])
, (4.31)

and (
γi

halo

)A

B
=
δA

B − 2b̂A
i b̂Bi

b2
i

[
−4Mhalo

+16π
∫ CRs

bi

drrρhalo (r)
√

r2 − b2
i + 8π

∫ CRs

bi

drr
ρhalo (r)√

r2 − b2
i

 . (4.32)

Here p = pp̂AeA is again the comoving impact parameter to the void, β = p2/Y2
void

and bi = bib̂A
i eA is the physical impact parameter of the light ray to the i-th

halo. The first term in Eq. (4.32) is the point mass contribution of the halos.

The second and third terms in Eq. (4.32) are non zero only for intersected halos.

Evaluating the integrals using the NFW profile (4.1), we find that the intersected

halo contribution
(
γi

int

)A

B
is(

γi
int

)A

B
=

16πG
c2 aex (z) ρ0Rs

y (yS − y)
yS

(
δA

B − 2b̂A
i b̂Bi

)
γh. (4.33)

Here for α < 1

γh =
1
α

 (2 − α)
√

C2 − α

2 (α − 1) (C + 1)
+ ln

C +
√

C2 − α
√
α


+

(3α − 2)
(1 − α)3/2

tanh−1


√

1 −
√
α

√
α + 1


− tanh−1

 √
1 − α

C + 1 +
√

C2 − α

 , (4.34)

and for 1 < α < C2

γh =
1
α

 (2 − α)
√

C2 − α

2 (α − 1) (C + 1)
+ ln

C +
√

C2 − α
√
α


−

(3α − 2)
(α − 1)3/2

tan−1


√
√
α − 1
√
α + 1
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− tan−1

 √
α − 1

C + 1 +
√

C2 − α

 , (4.35)

where α = b2
i /R

2
s .

From Eqs. (4.33) - (4.35), γ2 ∼ 1/b4. Therefore contributions from shear are

heavily suppressed. In our numerical analysis, the standard deviation changes

by less than 3% if shear is neglected.

4.4.4 Qualitative features of magnification distributions

With the accuracy of our method tested, we now explore the magnification dis-

tributions in more general situations with many voids, distributed along the line

of sight with random impact parameters according to the algorithm discussed

in [115]. For example, for sources at redshift zs = 1, there are 47 voids of co-

moving radius Yvoid = 35 Mpc along the line of sight. We follow steps 1 to 8 of

Section IIC of our paper [115], but with the modification that the matrices J, K,

L and M now incorporate the effects of the halo substructure of the shell.

In Figure 4.4, we plot the log of the magnification distribution for zs = 0.5, 1.0

and 1.5. In our SRN model, we have voids with randomly distributed halos on

their surface and a smooth interior. We denote by Pn the probability of having n

halo intersections. The whole probability distribution can be decomposed into a

sum of probability distribution for different numbers of halo intersections, like

in Eq. (4.22). We plot the 25%, 50% and 75% quartiles of the distributions as

horizontal lines (top, middle and bottom respectively). For high redshifts, most

of the probability is concentrated in the demagnified areas where the rays hit

only a few halos or simply pass through without hitting any.
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Figure 4.4: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m for the
SRN model with sources at redshifts of zs = 0.5 (dashed),
zs = 1.0 (dot-dashed) and zs = 1.5 (solid), for comoving voids
of radius R = 35 Mpc with 90% of the void mass on the shell to-
day. The horizontal lines are the 25% (top), 50% (middle) and
75% (bottom) quartiles about the peak of the distribution.

Note that the total probability in the tail on the magnification side (∆m < 0)

increases with redshift, because of the increased probability of hitting halos at

higher redshifts. For example, at ∆m = −0.2, we would expect the probability

density for zs = 1.5 to be roughly 2-3 times as large as the probability density

for zs = 0.5 because the number of voids that rays have to pass through in the

former case is 62 where as for the latter it is 27. In addition, rays at high redshifts

have more close encounters with halos that generate shear.

Figure 4.5 shows the standard deviation of the distribution, σm, as a function

of redshift of the source, zs. This standard deviation for voids and halos is ∼ 3

times larger at zs = 1 than that for a model with mass compensated voids with a
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shell thickness of 1 Mpc and no halos [1]. We note that most of the contribution

to the standard deviation come from rays that intersect halos. Also, the standard

deviation we compute agrees well with that computed using other methods.

For example, our standard deviation for zs = 1.5 is σm = 0.072, which agrees to

within 20% with the standard deviation of the distribution shown in Figure 1

of Ref. [119]. We compare our results to those obtained using another method

introduced in Refs. [125, 126] in the next subsection.

In Appendix B we derive the following approximate result for the standard

deviation:

σm =
5

log (10)

ΩM

2
gh

∑
j

(H0Yvoid f j)H2
0w2

j

+
Ω2

M

2

∑
j

(H0Yvoid f j)2H2
0w2

j

a2
j


1
2

. (4.36)

Here gh is a dimensionless parameter which represents the contribution from

halos whose detailed form is given by Eq. (4.66), Yvoid is the comoving radius

of the voids, f j = f
(
z j

)
is the fraction of the mass of j-th void on its surface

and a j = a
(
z j

)
is the scale factor. The result (4.36) assumes statistical indepen-

dence of halos within voids and also of voids from one another and neglects

lensing shear. There are two main qualitative features of the result (4.36). First,

the contribution to the standard deviation due to the halos [the first term in Eq.

(4.36)] depends primarily on their gravitational potential, and the contribution

due to voids [the second term in Eq. (4.36)] depends primarily on the size of

the underdense core. Second, the halo contribution is bigger than the interior

contribution and hence the standard deviation is dominated by halos. For ex-

ample, using the above expression, the ratio of the contribution due to the halos

to the contribution due to the core is ∼ 100 for zs = 1 and for the void and halo

parameters defined in Table II.
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Figure 4.5: Redshift dependence of standard deviation of distribution of
magnitude shifts, for comoving voids of radius R = 35 Mpc
with 90% of the void mass on the shell today. The crosses are
analytic results.

We discuss further the analytic calculation of standard deviation without

shear in Appendix B. Our numerical results agree with these approximate ana-

lytic predictions to within ∼ 20%.

4.4.5 Redshift dependence of mean and mode of magnitude

shift

While the mean of lensing convergence vanishes, the mean magnitude shift

does not, because magnitude shift is a nonlinear function of κ, defined in Eq.

(4.19). Figure 4.6(top) shows the mean µm of the distribution of magnification

shifts ∆m, which increases with redshift as ∝ σ2
m. This is the expected theoreti-
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Figure 4.6: Plot of mean (top) and mode (bottom) of the distribution as a
function of redshift in SRN. The mode takes on increasingly
positive values with redshift and the mean is increasingly neg-
ative with redshift.
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cal behavior: for small values of κ and ignoring shear, we can approximate Eq.

(4.19) as

∆m '
5

ln 10
ln |(1 − κ)| '

5
ln 10

(
−κ −

1
2
κ2

)
. (4.37)

The mean magnitude shift is then proportional to the mean of the square of κ as

the mean of κ is vanishing,

µm ' −
2.5

ln 10

〈
κ2

〉
. (4.38)

The standard deviation, from Eq. (4.13) in [115] simplifies to

σm =
5

ln 10

√〈
κ2〉, (4.39)

and so µm ' −0.23σ2
m which agrees with our numerical results to within ∼ 10%.

On average there is a small overall magnification of light beams. Figure 4.6

(bottom) shows the mode νm, the location of the maximum of the PDF, which

also increases with redshift. The modes of the magnification to redshift 1.5 are

positive because an overall demagnification occurs for most of the light rays as

they pass through the interior of the voids while hitting halos. Note that the

modes are larger than the corresponding means.

In realistic surveys, one can expect to find only a few standard candle sources

for every redshift or every redshift bin. This severely constrains the accuracy of

the cosmological parameters we can infer from such observations. To illustrate

the extent of lensing degradation in measuring cosmological parameters, we

pick 200 sets of randomly placed 10 or 100 sources at zs = 1.5. We find the

mean of each of these samples in the set and plot the resulting distribution of

means in Figure 4.7 (top). The mean of the means for the 10 sources case is 0.011

magnitudes and the standard deviation of the means is 0.028 magnitudes. The

respective numbers for the 100 sources case are 0.0004 and 0.011 magnitudes.
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Figure 4.7: Top: Plot of distribution of means of 200 samples of 10 (dashed)
and 100 (solid) sources each at redshift zs = 1.5. The mean of
the distribution of means is 0.011 magnitudes and the standard
deviation is 0.028 magnitudes for the sample of 10. The respec-
tive numbers for the sample of 100 sources is 0.0004 and 0.011,
showing that more sources reduces demagnification bias. Bot-
tom: Plot of the range of standard deviation for samples of dif-
ferent sizes showing convergence as N → 104.
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A change in cosmological parameters by 1% implies a change in ∆m of 0.015

magnitudes. Thus for data acquired from surveys, the lensing degradation is

quite a significant effect, although it can be mitigated by increasing the number

of sources. This is also seen in Figure 4.7 (bottom) where we plot the range of

standard deviation for samples of different sizes. For a large enough sample, the

bias in magnification can be accurately taken into account. This effect is studied

in [119] which shows that lensing degradation effectively decreases the number

of useful supernovae by a factor of 3 at source redshift 1.5.

Our work is broadly consistent with other work, [125, 126, 128, 129, 130, 131,

132, 133, 134, 135, 136] in this area. A similar computational method has been

developed by Kainulainen & Marra, Refs. [125, 126]. Their model consists of

filaments and halos of various sizes, where the mass fraction in filaments is 0.5

and the rest is distributed in halos. To compare with their results, we use the

SRN model and choose parameters to match their cosmology, i.e., ΩM = 0.25,

zs = 1.5, H0 = 73 kms−1Mpc−1 and f = 0.5. We do not include shear for this com-

parison as it is neglected in their analysis. Our magnification PDF qualitatively

agrees with that of Kainulainen & Marra as shown in Figure 4.8.

4.5 Results for Swiss Raisin Raisin model

In our Swiss Raisin Raisin (SRR) model, in addition to replacing the smooth

surface density on the shell with a collection of halos, the mass in the interior

is also broken up into NFW halos with the same parameters as before. The

parameters of the SRR model are listed in Table III.
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Figure 4.8: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m for an
SRN model (dashed lines) with sources at redshift zs = 1.5, co-
moving voids of radius 35 Mpc, with 50% of the void mass in
halos today, ΩM = 0.25, ΩΛ = 0.75, H0 = 73 kms−1Mpc−1 and with
no shear, compared to the results in Figure 5 (we reproduced
the plot by picking points from their figure) of the model in
Kainulainen and Marra [126] where they have 50% of mass in
halos and all other parameters same as ours. The two distribu-
tions are qualitatively similar.

Quantity Value
ΩM 0.3
ΩΛ 0.7
H0 70 kms−1Mpc−1

Yvoid 35 Mpc
Halo profile NFW

Present fraction of void mass on shell 0.9
Fraction of shell mass in halos 1.0

Fraction of interior mass in halos 1.0

Table 4.3: Parameters of SRR model
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4.5.1 A single void

In this section we focus on a single void with no shear. Again, we use Eqs. (4.4),

(4.12) - (4.13) and (4.23) to compute the magnifications. For a 35 Mpc void and

using the same halo parameters as in Section 4.2, the intersection probability re-

mains about the same as in the previous model. The change due to the addition

of a few halos in the vast interior region is negligible. The expected number of

halo intersections Nint (z) is given by Eq. (4.18) with the shell mass replaced by

the total void mass Mvoid

Nint (z) =
MvoidR2

halo

Y2
voida2

ex (z) Mhalo
(4.40)

Using the same parameters as in the one void case in the SRN model we obtain

Nint (0.45) ' 0.88. We find that light rays hit halos 8720 times for N = 104 runs

which translates to an intersection probability of ∼ 88% and agrees well with

Eq. (4.40).

Again we find a bimodal distribution of magnitude shifts. In Figure 4.9, this

bimodal distribution is superimposed on the SRN plots from Figure 4.3. Since

the density contrast in the interior is increased by ∼ 10% (if halos are not hit)

compared to our SRN model, the demagnified distribution shifts towards the

right. Figure 4.9 (top) shows this shift in underdense part of the distribution.

Figure 4.9 (bottom) is the ∆m < 0 part of the distribution. This accounts for

roughly 88% of the total distribution and it is similar to the distribution in Figure

4.3 (bottom).
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Figure 4.9: The probability distribution of magnitude shifts ∆m for a sim-
ulation in the SRR model (dashed line) superimposed on the
corresponding probability distribution in the SRN model (solid
line) with ΩM = 0.3, with one void of radius 35 Mpc and frac-
tion of void mass on the shell today f = 0.9. Note that the
demagnified part, (top), is shifted because there is an increase
in the density contrast in the interior of voids, while the mag-
nified part, (bottom), is mostly unchanged.
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Figure 4.10: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m for the
SRR model with sources at redshifts of z = 0.5 (dashed), z = 1.0
(dot dashed) and z = 1.5 (solid), for voids of comoving radius
R = 35 Mpc, with 90% of the void mass on the shell today.
We see the same qualitative features as in SRN for the corre-
sponding redshift but all the distributions are shifted towards
demagnification. The horizontal lines are the 25% (top), 50%
(middle) and 75% (bottom) quartiles of the distribution from
the peaks.

4.5.2 Redshift dependence of distributions

Next we explore the bias (i.e., the mean of the distribution) due to halos and

voids for sources at various redshifts, namely, for zs = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. To com-

pute the shear in this case, for the void contribution we use Eq. (4.24) but with

f (z) = 1, and in Eqs. (4.33) - (4.35), we sum over both the surface and interior

halos. The magnifications shown in Figure 4.10 are predominantly due to halos

while the mostly empty interior has a demagnifying effect. Due to the increased

underdensity inside the void, the magnitudes shift towards demagnification.
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The standard deviation for zs = 1.5 is σm = 0.072. Again we note that the modes

are larger than the means and also shift towards the demagnification end of the

plot with increasing redshift. The tails of these distributions are similar to the

ones obtained in the SRN model in Figure 4.4.

Next we consider the mean magnitude shift, µm, and its mode, νm, in the two

models. The key feature here is that the underdense interior is more prominent

in the SRR model. We expect that the mean magnitude shift and its mode should

shift and the difference in the means should increase with redshift. In Figure

4.11, we plot the means and modes for the two models and we show that µm for

SRR is ∼ 10 − 20% greater than that for SRN at zs = 1.

These two models are interesting because they represent the two possible

extremes of the matter distribution in voids - one where the matter is smoothly

distributed with no structure and another with only chunky NFW halos. In

reality, the underdense region will be composed of both halos and an ambient

intergalactic medium. By studying the completely smooth interior case (SRN)

and the completely granular interior case (SRR), we expect to bracket the true

distribution.

4.5.3 Effect of large scale structure

Previous studies in the literature have modeled the magnification effects of only

voids [115, 121, 124] or only halos [117, 119, 125], while other studies have con-

sidered very specific models with a particular distribution of filaments and ha-

los [126]. In our work, we present two models that incorporate the effects of

both halos and voids. We have considered cosmological models where at large
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Figure 4.11: The mean and mode of magnification shift for the two models
- Points: SRN; Crossed points: SRR. Top: The mean of mag-
nification shift, µm, for the two models. We see that the differ-
ence in the means increases with redshift and at z = 1 and it
is ∼ 10%. Bottom: The mode of magnification shift, νm, for the
two models. We see that the difference in the means increases
with redshift and at z = 1 and it is ∼ 20%.
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Figure 4.12: The probability distributions of magnitude shifts ∆m for sim-
ulations in SRR (solid), the SRN model (dot dashed), for co-
moving voids of radius R = 35 Mpc with f = 0.9 today. Also
shown is the model with uniformly distributed halos every-
where and with no voids (dashed - this is the f = 0 limit of
the SRR model) with source at redshifts of z = 1.5. The dis-
tributions are similar in the SRR models because the expected
number of halos intersected is independent of of the radial
distribution of halos, where as the distribution in the SRN
model is qualitatively similar but is shifted towards negative
magnifications.

scales matter evolves to cluster on the edges of spherical voids.

One limit of our model is the case where there are no halos on the surface

and the interior is composed entirely of halos. This corresponds to the f =

0 limit of the SRR model, a ”no void limit”. In Figure 4.12, we compare the

magnification distribution we obtain for this configuration for zs = 1.5 to the

corresponding distribution in the SRR and SRN models, for comoving voids of

radius R = 35 Mpc with 90% of the void mass on the shell today. From Eq. (4.40),
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the expected number of halo intersections in the SRR model is independent of

the radial distribution of the halos and hence the SRR and no void distributions

should be similar, as observed. However, in the SRN model the number of halo

intersections is lower due to the smaller number of halos. Hence the distribution

is shifted towards negative magnification shifts.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented two simple models to study the effects of both

voids and halos on distance modulus shifts due to gravitational lensing. Our

results may be useful for future surveys that gather data on luminosity dis-

tances to various astronomical sources to constrain properties of the source

of cosmic acceleration. The core of our model is constructed by considering

a ΛCDM Swiss cheese cosmology with mass compensated, randomly located

voids, while our small scale halo structures are non-evolving and chosen to be

all the same size and with an NFW matter profile.

We used an algorithm, described in [115], to compute the probability dis-

tributions of distance modulus shifts. The mean dispersion of the magnitude

shift due to gravitational lensing due to voids and halos is ∼ 3 times larger than

due to voids alone with a shell thickness, [115]; the dispersion σm due to 35

Mpc voids and halos for sources at zs = 1.5 is σm = 0.065 − 0.072 (depending

on the model). The mean magnitude shift due to voids and halos is of order

δm = −0.0010 to −0.0013 (depending on the model). These values of σm imply

that large scale structure must be accounted for in using luminosity distance de-

terminations for estimating precise values of cosmological parameters, such as
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those characterizing the dark energy equation of state.

We studied the distribution of magnitude shifts for three different source

redshifts in each of our models. The qualitative dependence on redshift is sim-

ilar to that of the previous void-only models [115]. We find that the voids do

not significantly change the variance but do significantly change the demagni-

fication tail and the mode. The mode lies on the demagnification side and the

variance is largely due to halo intersections. The scale of voids is unimportant

and the only discernable effect in the mode is seen when the void interior is

smoothly distributed matter. As a result, our models bracket the range of possi-

bilities of magnifications.

Our simple and easily tunable model for void and galaxy halo lensing can

be used as a starting point to study more complicated effects. For example,

one can use various algorithms to generate realizations of distributions of non-

overlapping spheres in three dimensional space. Given such a realization one

could use the algorithm of this chapter to study correlations between magni-

fications along rays with small angular separations, which would be relevant

to future small beam surveys [137]. Finally, our model is in general agreement

with other simplified lensing models in the literature that focus on lensing due

to both halos and larger scale structures, [126, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,

135, 136].

Our results for σm in the SRN void model are represented within about 20%

by an analytic model presented in detail in Appendix B. This model ascribes

the magnitude shift entirely to the fluctuations in light beam convergence that

results from passage through underdense cores and overdense halos; thus it ig-

nores the contribution from shear, which we have found to be relatively small
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empirically. The final result for σ2
m is a sum of these two contributions. [See

Eqs. (4.65) and (4.67)]. Although our simulations assumed a single halo mass

Mh, radius Rh and concentration C, and a single void radius, the analytic model

allows distributions for these key quantities. The contribution from halos is pro-

portional to a suitably weighted mean of MhΨ2(Ch)/R2
h, where Ψ2(Ch) is defined

in Eq. (4.61) and is displayed in Fig. 13. The contribution from the underdense

void cores is proportional to the mean void radius. Typically, the contribution

to σ2
m from halos is much larger than the contribution from void cores so σ2

m is

larger for more massive or more compact halos.

We have seen that the results of our simulations depend on whether the

underdense core consists of smoothly distributed dark matter (SRN) or is itself

clumped into halos (SRR). In the extreme case in which the underdense core is

entirely made of halos, the results do not depend on the core density, and is

equivalent to the SR model that consists of halos distributed randomly within a

void.

Although the analytic model was only developed for the SRN model, it

could also be applied to the SRR model with any prescription for the fraction

of the mass of the underdense core that is clumped into halos. For example,

in the extreme case of total clumping we can use the analytic models in Ap-

pendix B with the substitution f = 1 for all z in all expressions derived there.

For intermediate cases, a prescription for the fraction of the underdense core

that remains smooth rather than clumped would be needed.

This research was supported at Cornell by NSF grants PHY-0968820 and

PHY-1068541 and by NASA grant NNX11AI95G.
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4.7 Appendix A: Column Depth

In this appendix, we describe how we calculate the column density encountered

by rays passing through halos in the SRN model. In our model for the voids, we

break up the bounding shell of mass into halos with mass Mhalo. As a light ray

passes through one of these halos, the beam will acquire some integrated col-

umn depth, η =
∫
ρ (z) dz, where the random variable η depends on the impact

parameter of the beam with respect to the halo center, ρ (z) is the density profile

of the halo and y is the physical coordinate. The maximum value is for a beam

going right through the center, and diverges for our NFW profile 4.1.

We use an NFW profile 4.1, for the matter distribution in halos, and the col-

umn depth is

η (b) = (2ρ0R3
s )

∫ √(CRs)2−b2

0

dz
√

z2 + b2
(√

z2 + b2 + Rs

)2 (4.41)

where we have changed from radial (in Eq. (4.1)) to Cartesian coordinates. Here

the physical impact parameter is b and C is the ratio of the radius of the halo to

its core radius. This reduces to the sum of two contributions

ηhalo (b) = ηcoreΘ (Rs − b) + ηoutΘ (b − Rs) Θ (CRs − b) (4.42)

where the relationship between the column depth η (b) and the corresponding

lensing convergence, κ (b), is, from Eq. (3.1),

η (b) =

(
4πGaex (z)

c2

y (yS − y)
yS

)−1

κ (b) . (4.43)

The lensing convergences is listed in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13). Again, the contribu-

tion from outside a radius of CRs is zero. The mean column density of halos is

defined as

ηhalo =
Mhalo

π (CRs)2 . (4.44)
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For the halos, even more important that η is dη/dα, where α = b2/R2
s ; this is

because the probability distribution for α is dα/C2, and therefore the probability

distribution for η for a single halo is

Phalo (η) =
1

C2 |dηhalo/dα|
. (4.45)

This is the quantity plotted in Figure 4.1.

4.8 Appendix B: Analytic Estimate of Standard Deviation

In this appendix, we derive analytic results for the standard deviation of mag-

nifications. Consider the mean of the contribution to the convergence (3.1) from

the underdense core of the j-th void, which we will denote by κc, j. We find

κc, j = −
3H2

0ΩM

2
×

f jy j(yS − y j)
a jyS

× 2
√

Y2
j − p2

j (4.46)

where Y j is the comoving radius of the void, a j is the scale factor and f j is the

fraction of the total void mass on the surface at redshift z j. After averaging over

impact paramters we obtain

〈κc, j〉 = −2ΩMH0Y j
f jH0y j(yS − y j)

a jyS
, (4.47)

and therefore the net expected convergence from voids is

〈κc〉 =
∑

j

〈κc, j〉 = −2ΩMH0

∑
j

f jY jH0y j(yS − y j)
a jyS

. (4.48)

Assuming a typical radius Y j ∼ Yvoid, there are about (H0Yvoid)−1 terms in the sum,

and consequently the overall average is ∼ ΩM. In the limit that there are many

voids along a given line of sight, we can replace the sum by an integral. The
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number of voids per interval dy of comoving distance is dy/2R, and therefore if

we define ξ = H0y we find

〈κc〉 = −2ΩMH0

∑
j

f jRiH0y j(yS − y j)
a jyS

→ −ΩM

∫ ξS

0

dξ f (ξ)ξ(ξS − ξ)
a(ξ)ξS

, (4.49)

where ξS = H0yS . Equation (B4) does not depend on any void properties (apart

from the value of f today) and remains valid if there is a distribution of void

sizes, for example.

On average, the contribution κh from halos to the lensing convergence must

cancel the contribution (B4) from voids, i.e., 〈κh〉 = − 〈κc〉.

We assume statistical independence of halos within voids from the core (i.e.,

true if halo radii are small) and also of voids from one another. The overall vari-

ance is a sum of individual halo and core variances. As in our simulations, we

neglect clustering of halos, which would introduce correlations among them,

and assume that dark matter is confined to the halos and underdense core.

These assumptions could be relaxed in a more sophisticated model. We see

that

〈κ2
c〉 − 〈κc〉

2 =
∑

j

〈κ2
c, j〉 − 〈κc, j〉

2

=
1
2

Ω2
MH2

0

∑
j

Y2
j f 2

j H2
0y2

j(yS − y j)2

a2
jy

2
S

(4.50)

since the averages for i , j vanish. The sum is . (H0Y)−1 and therefore 〈κ2
c〉 .

Ω2
MH0Y .

Let us now consider halos residing in void j. We include the possibility that

there are different types of halo with different properties, and label the types by
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α. For a given halo i of type α passed through by the line of sight at physical

impact parameter bα,i relative to its center, the contribution to κh is

κ(α,i), j =
8πGa jy j(yS − y j)

yS

∫ Rh,α

bα,i

dr r ρα(r)√
r2 − b2

α,i

(4.51)

where Rh,α is the physical halo radius, and ρα(r) is the physical density within

the halo. The average over impact parameters bα,i is

2
R2

h,α

∫ Rh,α

0
dbα,ibα,i

∫ Rh,α

bα,i

dr r ρα(r)√
r2 − b2

α,i

=
Mh,α

2πR2
h,α

, (4.52)

where Mh,α is the total halo mass. Therefore the average over impact parameters

through a given halo is

〈κ(α,i), j〉 =
4GMh,αa jy j(yS − y j)

R2
h,αyS

. (4.53)

If all of the halos reside in the voids (i.e., none in the FRW exterior), then the

expected number of intersections of the light path with a halo is Nα, jR2
h,α/a

2
jY

2
j ,

where Nα, j is the expected number of halos of “type α” in the void, and we take

account of the fact that Rh,α is a physical radius. Then we get a total contribution

from halos per mass-compensated void equal to

∑
α

Nα, jR2
h,α〈κ(α,i), j〉

a2
jY

2
j

=
4Gy j(yS − y j)

a jY2
j

∑
α

Nα, jMh,α ; (4.54)

the sum is the total mass in halos, which must compensate the underdensity, so

∑
α

Nα, jMh,α =
f jH2

0ΩMY3
j

2G
(4.55)

and therefore

∑
α

Nα, jR2
h,α〈κh,α〉

a2
jY

2
j

=
2 f jH2

0ΩMY jy j(yS − y j)
a jyS

= −〈κc, j〉 . (4.56)
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Therefore the average per mass-compensated void cancels as expected. This

cancellation is actually independent of the distribution of halos within the void

but depends on the assumption that all halos are associated with voids.

Let us suppose that

κ(α,i), j =
4GMh,αaαy j(yS − y j)

R2
h,αyS

Fα

b2
α,iC

2
h,α

R2
h,α

 (4.57)

where Ch,α is dimensionless. This form assumes that the density profile for halo

type α has one scale parameter, Rh,α/Ch,α, although it does not necessarily as-

sume that the density profiles are the same for all halos either in form or in the

parameter Ch,α. We do assume that∫ 1

0
dx Fα(xC2

h,α) = 1 =
1

C2
h,α

∫ C2
h,α

0
dq Fα(q), (4.58)

independent of the value of Ch,α. With this normalization, if we let ρα(r) =

ρ0,αρ̂α(rCh,α/Rh,α) we find

Fα

b2
α,iC

2
h,α

R2
h,α


=

2πρ0,αR3
h,α

Mh,αCh,α

∫ Ch,α

bα,iCh,α/Rh,α

du u ρ̂α(u)√
u2 − b2

α,iC
2
h,α/R

2
h,α

. (4.59)

Equation (4.57) with the normalization (4.58) leads to Eq. (4.56) as expected,

but it also implies contributions from each halo to the variance given by

κ2
(α,i), j − 〈κ(α,i), j〉

2 =

4GMh,αaαy j(yS − yα)
R2

h,αyS

2

×


Fα

b2
α,iC

2
h,α

R2
h,α

2

− 1

 . (4.60)

Averaging over impact parameters implies

〈κ2
(α,i), j〉 − 〈κ(α,i), j〉

2
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Figure 4.13: Plot of the behavior of Ψ2(Ch,α) as a function of the concentra-
tion parameter Ch,α of NFW halos.

=

4GMh,αaαy j(yS − yα)
R2

h,αyS

2 [∫ 1

0
dx F2(xC2

h,α) − 1
]

=

4GMh,αaαy j(yS − yα)
R2

h,αyS

2

Ψ2(Ch,α) . (4.61)

where the function Ψ2(Ch,α) for NFW profiles is plotted in Figure 4.13.

We can use these results to determine the expected contribution of halos in

a given mass-compensated void to the variance. Since total mass in halos in

void j is f jΩMH2
0R3

j/2G, if the fraction of this total in halos of type α is ηα,i, then

expected number of type α is

Nα, j =
ηα,i f jΩMH2

0Y3
j

2GMh,α
.B17 (4.62)

The expected number of intersections with type α is

να, j =
ηα,i f jΩMH2

0Y jR2
h,α

2a2
jGMh,α

. (4.63)
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The contribution from halos in mass-compensated void j to the total variance is

therefore
8 f jGΩMH2

0Y jy2
j(yS − y j)2

y2
S

∑
α

ηα,iMh,αΨ2(Ch,α)
R2

h,α

. (4.64)

Summing over all mass-compensated voids out to the source we get

σ2
κ = ΩM

∑
j

8 ∑
α

ηα,iGMh,αΨ2(Ch,α)
R2

h,α

+
f jΩMH2

0Ri

2a2
j


×

H2
0Y j f jy2

j(yS − y j)2

y2
S

. (4.65)

Equation (4.65) shows that the overall variance depends on halo properties pri-

marily via the typical value of GMh,α/R2
h,α, the gravitational acceleration charac-

teristic of the outer regions of the halo. When this is large compared with the

mean gravitational acceleration of the void as a whole, f jΩMH2
0Ri/a2

j , the halos

dominate the dispersion. There is also a hefty numerical factor 8Ψ2(Ch,α) ∼ 50

favoring the contribution from halos.

If ηα,i = ηα is actually independent of i then we can factor out the sum over α

in the first term of Eq. (4.65): define a dimensionless parameter

gh ≡
16
H0

∑
α

ηαGMh,αΨ2(Ch,α)
R2

h,α

=
0.175〈Mh,αΨ2(Ch,α)/R2

h,α〉

h × 1012M�/(300 kpc)2 × 6.84.
(4.66)

We rewrite Eq. (4.65) as

σ2
κ =

ΩM

2
gh

∑
j

(H0Y j f j)H2
0y2

j(yS − y j)2

y2
S

+
Ω2

M

2

∑
j

(H0Y j f j)2H2
0y2

j(yS − y j)2

a2
jy

2
S

. (4.67)

The first term in Eq.(4.67) is ∼ gh and the second is ∼ ΩMH0〈Y j〉 ≈ 3.5 ×

10−3h〈Y j〉/35 Mpc. Eq. (4.66) suggests that halos dominate.
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Now all of the parameters in Eq. (4.67) can be varied over distributions.

To keep things as simple as possible, let us assume that f j is simply a function

of redshift; that is, neglect the possible dependence of f on the size of mass

compensated voids. As a further simplification, we turn the sums into integrals.

If we had a single void radius R the sums would turn into integrals by noting

that there are dy/2R voids per range dy; for a distribution of void sizes we can

use this substitution with Ri → 〈R〉 in the second sum. If we also define ξ = H0y

then with these simplifications

σ2
κ(ξS ) =

ΩM

4
gh

∫ ξS

0

dξ f (ξ)ξ2(ξS − ξ)2

ξ2
S

+
Ω2

M

4
H0〈R〉

∫ ξS

0

dξ f 2(ξ)ξ2(ξS − ξ)2

a2(ξ)ξ2
S

(4.68)

The relationship between the variance of κ and the variance of magnifications

σm, for small deviations, is approximated by

σ2
m =

(
5

log (10)

)2

σ2
κ . (4.69)
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Ours is an exciting time for experiments in cosmology. A number of present

and future surveys will play a major part in pinning down characteristics of the

two major mysteries in cosmology - dark energy and dark matter.

Using optical data, radio data, weak gravitational lensing effects and the

CMB power spectrum, we have been able to indirectly detect the presence of

dark matter and we have been able to infer their distribution in the Universe.

We now know the amount of dark matter is roughly 10 times the amount of

baryonic matter in galaxies and it is distributed in halos around them. We also

know that all the matter in the Universe is distributed in large scale voids which

contain most of this matter in galaxy halos and dust on their edges while their

interior is sparsely populated. Furthermore, particle experiments like the Large

Hadron Collider are working on the direct detection of dark matter. This will

further reveal its properties.

The second cosmological puzzle is the presence of the antigravitating dark

energy which is accelerating the rate of expansion of the Universe. Compared

to dark matter, we know relatively little about dark energy. However, future

surveys which use Type 1a supernovae as standard candles to measure distance

accuratley will be able to measure cosmological parameters to less than 1 %

accuracy. This will be useful in determining the amount of dark energy more

precisely and perhaps how it evolves with time.

The light coming from standard candles are subject to systematic uncertain-

ties due to gravitational lensing from distribution of matter. To study this, our
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work assumes two simplified analytical models for matter distributions in voids

and galaxy halos, the SRN and SRR models. This allows for rapid computation

of the full probability distribution of magnifications which is useful in study-

ing these uncertainties so that they can be accounted for in inferring measured

cosmological parameters.
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